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INTRODUCTION!

The Cui'ricti.lum e..v prnent Branch uses the foticrind model in eeve!ooin i prtgrarns:
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Using t is'rnoclel. two .iypP,s of documents for secondary En

The first, and most important, is the English 8-12 guide.

The second is this English 8 Guide-Resource which_con-falins a list, derawr from the English 18-t2
guide, of experiences: knowledge" skills,, and attitudes appropriate to English 8. as welt as
useful ideas for teaching and eialuating` student performance.

have been produced!

These two docu
from:

ents and an expanded version of the model are' obtaineible by ,English teachers

Publication Servi6es Branch
Ministry, of Education
Parliament Buildings
Victoria British Columbia
V8V 1X4
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DEVELOPMENTAL READING

These' materials awe prescribed for use from 'grade-4 to grade 10.

Advanced Skills in' Reading Book 1, 11, and I (Canadian Edition). Gainiburg, et al.
Collier Macmillan.



Be a Better aAq IV (Second Canadian Edition). Smith, et al, Pren c
-Hall..
Success in Reading, Book 1, i 3, 4, d 6. Shafer, et al. General Learning.

Tcictics in Raitiq A and 9. Knee et al- gage.
Niles, Olive, at Gage..Tactics Card Kit I and

ENGLISH 8 PRESCRIBED TEXTS

TEACHERS' EDITIONS

-','Many of the prescribed texts have excellent teachers' editions presenting a multitude elf ideas for
using the text in the classroom. Unless otherwise indicated, all teacherS' _editions are availaWe at
cost from:

LANGUAGE

2

Publication Services Branch
Mipittry of Edu6ation
Parliament Buildings
Victoria, British colUmbia
VSi 1X4

Action Engtish 1, Teaching Notes. Platter. Gage. (A 59-page 6goklet)
Action English .2,- Teachi=ng (Metes. Lawrence. Gage. (A 59-page tripoklet).
Tice Dynamics of Language 1, Teacliers' Edition. GAatthom, -et al. Heath. (An annotated
version of the text With a 92-page intrpductory teachers' manual) z

The Dynamics o :Language 1, Student Workbook. Glatthorn, at al. Heath. (Available only
from D.C. Heath)
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D.C. Heath)
The Language of Man 1, Teachers' Manual. Neary: Book Sc
paperback)
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y. (A.:83page illustrated

A Teachers' Manual for the Second Century Anthologies of Verse, Bo
ford University Press. (A 111-page paperback booklet)
Olan in the.Fictional Mi2le 1, Man in the Poetic Mate 1, Teachers' Manual. Summerfield.
Book Satiety. (A 204-Dape paperback sthat also- includes notes on Man In the
Dramatic Mode 1 and !Walli n the Expository Mode 1. The notes for Men in the
Dramatic Mode 1 can. be useful for handling the developMental drama recommended
in The Language OkMan 1.)

DEVELOPMENTAL READING

arlesworth. Ox-
,

Advanteel Skills in Reading, Book I, II, and. III, Teachers' AnnotatedEdition. Gainsburg, at
al. Collier - Macmillan. (An annotated version of the text)
Be a Better Reading I, II, III, and IV, Teachers' Edition: Smith, et al. Prentice-Hall. (An an-
notated version of the text)
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Success in Reading, Book 1, 2, 3 4, 5, and 6, Teachers Edition. Shafer, et al. General
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- RELATED ADMINISTRATIVE CO tERNS
--Mg 4LLOTMENT

_

The Administrati; e_Bulletin for Secondary Schools (p_ 16) recommends, that between 16 and,.24 per
cent of th'e school year should be allocated to English 6 The Goals and -learning outcomes for
English 8 are extensive and cannot be elkrively achieved iri under 16 per cent of the total time_

MARKING=
('- ,:.,

L
EP _

angus 2 B.C. recommends that one written assignmen h uld l?
each.we k. An important ualifi`ctiori made is:

HOWEVER, time" must also be
tillowed for teaOhers at 'ail
leyels to Mark such a§signtrei -3
fhorouGhPy and effectively.

Test Restiqa (p. 92)

,

d and returned to Students

If additional marking tittle is not available. one written assignment should he marked and returned to
the students once every three weeks during a full-year course tapproxirnately 12 assignments in
total).

a

TIME ALLOTMENT

4

Of the dais time allowed for student aciivity. approximately 20 per cent should be allowed for in-
struction and practice in oral activities (speaking and listening) leaving 40 ppr cent for instruction
'and practice in writing and 40 per cent for ir ,_trUction and practice in reading, The study of literature
and media should be integrated into the time spent in learning the skills of listening, speaking,
reading, and writing.

20 -%

ORAL

40% 40 %
WRITING REAPING



-RESOURCE, SECTION
0

UNLESS THIS PAGE IS READ-
THE RESOURCE SECTION MAY BE MISUNDERSTPOD

1 The resource 'sections are a set of ideas for usina prescti bed texts to meet the goals and
learning outcomes of the English 8-12 guide_ They, are neither course outlines nor sets of unit
outlines

_

The resoercese'ctions are organized, so that the user may obtain ideas for teaching several
als and learning outcomes with a single text_ To find ideas for the text, Use the i ndexthe pages

These ideas could then be organized. expanded, and supplemenTed
units doled be prepared.

that effective lessons and

--The resaerce sections are intended to provide starting points for the teacher. Many of the idea*
are transferable to other texts and.eould also aid in meeting more tharr one of the learning out-
comes.

The resoerce 6ectioOs are not intended to cover all possible ideaeor-even necessarily cover
ideas in a balanced way. Theyeave been designed to help in stimulating creative approaches to
teaching the broad knowledge: skills, and attitudes of .English 8. Obviously, ideas other teari
those listed here should be used At the same tirrre, there are more ideas here than can be used
in one year It is better to teach few lessons for' each learning eutcomeeveli than to rush
teroegh many exercises.' _

.

.
The resouece sections are intended to provide help not prescribe method. Language B.G.
results indicated that ,teachers wanted provincial documents to. include:

sections involving specific suggestions and guidelines concerning methodi

. information on the use--of each recbilimended text..

-- guidelines for evaluation"

an **that particular attention be paid to rade,8_guides concerning the above nclusi in

4

6. The resource sections are intended to be-helpful to
cfasses of English 8 whose major training is in an
teachers teactting English 8 'for the first time and ter
new ideas.

lestrUcttonal nactIces (p. 284)

_t4e-ar teachers, to teachersef one or two
her-subject area to experierfaed.Engesh
xperiena0 Engliih -8 teachers looking for

7.
,

numbernter of pages devoteci to each goal is pot necessarily any reflection ')f its importa-nc to
. English 8. The decision an the number of pages was determined by a desire -Ye at least one

'Iongei section in each of the areas of listening and speaking reading, writing, &el-literature; by
'an assess rent of areas where Language B.C. indidated additional help might be needed: and
of necessity, by the prescribed texts and the types of ideas submitted-

., , ,.. .. .
,
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INDEX

Although there are at least a few Ideas -r6r each of,th ed texts. thefe has been no attempt
tq 'produce sufficient ideas for a total approach io'-a y one boa!, The resource sections provide
'ideas for -approaches to the goals anollearning o. mes Farrier than approaches to books
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GOAL 1

HELP STUDENTS TO LISTENEFFECTIVELY

Because the spoken wor a major source of information and pleasure today, it
is important to (speciftrahle) teach the skills of listening effectively:

Ths students should understand the importance of listening skills in c
versatlon and discussion.

TEXTS:, ACTIVITIES FOR CLASS, -SMALL GROUPS, AND
INDIVIDUALS

Through class discussion establish -a{list/of suggestions that if
followed, wou!d promote good classroom listening. Example:

I -=

"Good listeners keep- their eyes on the speaker."

Distribute the following, questionnaire on listening habits, asking
the students to respond Yes, No or Sometimes. When they have
completed it have them prepare a 100-w9rd Statement on their in-
iividGl listening.lhabits, considering their weaknesses and,

suggesting improvements.



LISTENING QUESTIONNAIRE

1-lave you had ea recent icheck-up.-on- your vision_ or heariFirf

When enteriag- arauditoriuni to listen tO a_speech, do you con-
scidusly seatyourself ivhere-YOU can tsie.pnd hear the spe.aker?

n listening, '`do -you consciously, observe the facial ex-
ofZ: the speaker?

4. 'When telephoning do you' use, your "mFnd's eye to imagine he
facial expressions: `.the_ speaker?

Wh %n others-speak, do y-Oive considerate attention to what
they shy?

. Do you ask -questions when you do not uncle
been said

d what has

.
..

omeone is introduced to you, do you mernially practise r-
saying acid spelling the ndmeto,fix-it in ydur memory?

During an introduction, do you use. the;-rie , name in con-
, versation with the person or with others to fix it in ydur rriinidtig?

A r

Do you consciously make a mental note of oral Messages that,
you need to remember?,

In preparing for listening to a class lecture, do You read and
think about the topic. before the -claSs. meeting? \ 2

: I \ -t
In listening to.a speech or lecture,.do you mentally repea
portant points?

16.

-
When iistening' and making motes in class, do yqu re-raft in your own
words what you have heard?

When in 'class do ifou liston to and follow nstructions?

14. When you receive instructions, do you write _them down?



r *1.

e ,=Ex lain the-basic rules far.good listening. Provide examples taken -
__froril classroom:experience, to make this explanation more than a

simple'reoltal.` Such rules might be:

aet ready to listen. Prepare yourself Physically, mentally, and
emotionally: '

Listen 'with' understanding. Be .Sure you nderStand the
speak ens ideas by,listening carefully and asking questions for
clarification'.

Be ready to receive new ideas.

Business Engdsh
and conuaunicition.
Stewart; et_al. McGraw-Hill.
(Prescribed for Office
Orientation 12)

:Listen with empathy. Put yourself in thespe./aker's
''\
\place so as

.10.seathe-ideas-Ihrough-hie or -her erigi:'.This type of listening
.. requireS. imagination, ,--/ , \

. . . , .

Listen actively 'by:

Anticipating what i Ifitj
,

Grasping main ide Pt them down)
Recognizing Icleta s
Relati eas' OlActs r
Rewording ad iewing

. .

Detect bias d determine motives, Wiy is `.the speaker,
,speaking? Is the speaker presenting a balanced approach?

. ti
Beweie of e tmt= den speech.

W.atdti the spp

.Combile a jumbled -\ list of different i objects in three or four
7- categories such aatOy'Vpis,- and furnitUre.- Form the class into

tea* arid read :out the list. Ask one learn to listen and rernernber
onlOoYs_the neXtlools,,and last,turnitUre. Using this exercise
studentsshould learn to listen. Carefully for specific types if
formation.

'Divide the class into pairs and ask the snidenti to find out three
facts about each other in a'rninute: Each student then 'introduces"
the partner to the class using those facts.

This exercise is p-articUlarly valuable Eit pee.beginning thelear
in. helping the students to-get. to know one another.

:1 1

the clAss again- into pairs .and allow a minute of con-
versation. Change pairi and.allow another _minute of conversation.
Dothis aboutfive times. Then, through Class discussion, draw up a
list of points to be followed by a good 'Conversationalist What
makes people easy to talk with?.Are they pleasant). Do they_ have a
receptive attitude? A fund of general- 6nowledge? A broad range
cf ij1tere s ?`I-

mat the; stairits in a large circle-and announce a subject. Ask Tuning In, Learning to
one to begin with a sentence or two on the subject. Moving ran- Wright; Theodore H
donily around the. circle (making-sure that everyone-gets a chance ;Xerox Educational
to participate), ask, students to:reword accurately the statements Publications.
made.by the two proceeding speakers and add some of their 6wn.
if students, are Assigned teams, scores may be kept for the grout5
that listens the most ,parefully.



is The following exercise is desi9nOd to help' the students to, ex-
perience the frustrations of trying to communicate with someone -=
it4ho doesn't listen.

The students form pairs, and each student is given a role similar
one of those deicribed below:

Teenager: --YOU are trying to convince 'your parerits _that you
should be allowed to see a movie that has a lot of violence, Many
of your friends have seen it, and you feel left out when they talk
about it. It is supposed to be well acted. You really want to see it.

Parent: You feel that your child sees too much violence on T V
-He or she has plenty of time ahead to sere-the bad aspects of life,'
and you would like to. Shelter him or her-from 'them now. You
believe you- are doing the right thing.

Allow fiver minutes for each student to read the part and decide on
arguments. Then _ask the- students to simultaneously speak,
playing the roles. They should not listen to one anatherbut just

:talk. --- -

UP .the Down 'Staircase
Kaufinan,- Bel. Avon.

Tuning In, Louming to L st
-Wrig4t, Theodore H.
-Xerok. EducatiOrral
Publications.

Allow them to continue until, there ismaximum participation and
then stop (do not, alovv any exercise to dwindle away). Then
discuss how theY felt when !bey were trying to, explain but the
,other persbn -wasn't listening.

4, Read aloud-to the class a litera Vimple of not listening. Ask the
students to identify----the- iistening faults ' of the students in he
opening section of Up the Down Staircase.

Have.the students!select a partner and face-away from each other..
Till them, to chodse a subject and try to keep a conversation going .
for two minutes. without looking at dach_other. Then, have them
continue the conversation fape-to-face. After another two minutes,
diecuss 10-following: _

"What'speeific difficultiesdid you have when you couldn't look at
your partner?" "What changed when You, turned .around?",

era", should have participated in a variety of listening -xPeriences;
exa might include. speeches, debates, discussions., 'radio and .

i

-television news brdedcrists; editorials, and interviews, and readings of
drama, prose,. and poetry.

--.
The twin of any sneaking experience is a listening experience. The need to listen. carefully and really
hear can be/burlt into many classroom activities listed under GOAL 2:,HELP STUDENTS TO SPEAK EF-

TECTIVE



efore a student or group begins an.orAl report, ask the others to_
write down-a series of. questions to which they expect to receive
answers in the next few minutes. When the report is finished. see
how well they predicted. the discussion and then have them ask
their unanswered questions.

For any group discussion, ask one Student to acf aka reporter in
summarizing the_ points. This role ban be rotated- se that all ex
_perience the need to listen as well as to participate.

Ask onerhalf the class---to-riitd "To Build a Fire' (pp. 90- 107).. For
- the-other half of the ciass,read the story aloud. Have, all students

write the same factual-level test. Discuss differences in results.

Read aloud "Upstairs" (p. a). Divide the' class into grojps, each of
which should discuss what "it" could be and build a story around
it. Ask.-one'student from each group to teethe story_to the whole

Read the following poems aloud:

"The Pheasant" (p. 120)

"Deer Hunt" (p. 36),-

"Interlude Ill" (p. 71

"Forgive y-Guilt" 76)

-Original Sin" (p. 108

-Divide the class into grobps. Have the students reread the poems
and then choose two to compare and contrast in group discussion.
Then have One from each group relate the conclusions that were.
drawn.

The students should be able nitrate understandln
taticis by such responses as taking -organized-notes.'

Focus.

Man In h !,Poe

leCtioRs
Watermelon

Reflection's
Watermelon

Reflections
Watermelon

Riflections
Watermelon

The Second
-Anthologies
Book

Mode

on a Gift of
Pickle

on a Gift of
Plckre

on a Gift of
Pickle

on a- Gint 'of
Pickle ,

Century,
of Verse,



, Have Space Suit
Will Travel

Select an appropriate tope to any. novel. An example related to Have

Space Suit Wil: TraVel might be: "There shoUld be no elective course
choices for any students in'junior secondary school." Prepare a five-minute
organized lecture-for the class.

Before delivering the lecture
-class including:

explain no e-taking methods to the

1. Use' headings and subheadings. Ari -organized speech has
parts listen 'for words like "first,Second, causes, resultsr-
finallY, a significant thing. in summary," as dues = to
organization, . Y

I Heard the
My Name

I Call

Underline 'repeated items, indent where needed, and use let-
ters and numbers consistently for headings and subheadinos
to matce

.

tho notes readable.

Don't wont everything.down: listen to the spreaker.and re-state
what is said briefly i4 your words.

4. Omit time-wasting words like-the a, of, and." Use -symbols
like 4-, and abbreviations lc. Lommoniy used words:

Label note: for identification.

You are now
; ready to deliver the lecture arid have the students

tpke notes. Collect the notes and duplicate appropriate samples
tOr discussion in the next period.

Now use-the amount, of concentrated listening that the students
have given this controversial position as a springboard for small-
group discussions on which courses should' be optional, which
compulsory, and at what grades. Ask the students toTifiake notes
on their small-griaup discussidn and then use them in reporting
back to the whole. class. ,

Ask student groups to prepare a short oral report on a research
topic from I -Heard the Owl Call My Name such as :.

Indian fishing rights

--The reserve- system

The potlach-

Residential schools-.

The totem pole

LegendS of -the -WeSt Coast

The coastal -Indians
,.

Anglican dioceses in British Columbia

Each group-makes up a point. factual quiz based on the report
and a composite short- newer testis designed. Students are enl-
couraged to tak&notes during the 'reports and the composite test
is administered.



Kzke up a list of opiritvon threesirnple env) clearN different topics. quit apart
points and Mix them. An6oUnce the topics and read the ,points out at a
sureepaCe. The stPdentS'Must listen' and make appropriate notes,

organizing them under- the topic titles

I

4, Ask the etudenteler suggestions on hovi? they could iTriprovie their
A" /

note - taking skill& Write the Suggestions on the blaickboard and
lave the 561601'6 jot them dokevn in .their notebooks.'.

The ttudttnts .ohcitskt respeot the gt . t of
anda the ',right ot. others that optiltOrli:,

present an opinion

ADOTIO AL RESOURCES

Llsteninar BCIF Lesson Aid No. 9015.

b11Althoughj aid' is directed to the grad 4 level, it can e ..

very useful tool for grade ,8 provided adjustrrtents are made.
References and resources listed on pp. 9-10 also could be helpful.



STIMENTS TO SPEAK EFFECTIVELY

Grade 8 provides opportunit es for many speaking expediences:
reading answers during the ob fiction of assignments reading 'plays,
short- stories, noveli- and poe :aloud; discussing in small groups
_questions that arise out of lit rature; debating, paper discussions,
and interviews, taking parfin ploposefUl dOnversation9, and more As
with listening, stAente- should be, taught .-effective speak ng skills as
well as be given 'oppoilunities them:

Teachers shld make it clear that they expect, and Will actively
Olicit, participation -from all students and that they will not permit
classes to be monopolized by the !vocal rninOrily.

should/ be obi to .present Ideas systen nat

j-fave the students readipp. 183-1135 and prepare a tali xplaining
/ how for do something. They may use props 9.1 other Yi aids. Ask

hem to an outlihe for their. talk (develop an outline.
together -to show hoW .this might be done):'

Action En till Use the story-telling exercises' on pp. 2
in different:ways for oral work.

1 -stressing. s nein g



Write the worda-7ConverSation" and "discussion" on theboard'ancr
ask the-students,,what they think the distinction t hem is.
Use speciflt-examples-Of both to elicit from-students _such respon-
sus- as:

_

*Inv! sailor'.
More casual

Ranges -among several topics
=4-

Purposes are ,and 'in-
clude getting acquainted, ex-
ehangi-rig information; filling
time

No real beginning or' endingr,-

iscussion
More formal and shaped_

USually is on one general
topic

Purposes are usually to define.' -%
_explore, or to suggest ap-
proaches to the "topic or.:
-problem, and to compare
proposed approachas,
possibly working to a decision

-

Mare likely to begin when the
topic is brought ,up. and end
when a solution is reached

Now,ask the studen s what they dislike about what other pec;plado
in discussions. Al age students .° are, better at indicating
negative.reactions that can be reworded posiiktily;tater.--Don't-
like people who just stare out the window and dorilThelp" could
become "Be a co-operative participant.'',.

_ = . .4= .

Ask students to write down all ideas noted and to keep them in
Mind during subseqbent discussions._

When-the studerits are aukNd.to discuss .a novel, short story, or ar-
.ticle,rthe,element to be discussed should be clearly indicated. The,
distribution of discussion sheets containing some questions that
are the same and some :that 'are Aifferent from those' of ether
groups can make the process of reporting-back to the class more
atimulating;



"Bomb" Shelter" (pp. 1-4), "Dear Student" (pp. 17-21), and "Ex-
positiOns'? (pp. 49-64), sontain godd topics:for discussion: Many
others arise naturally out of novels and short stories-

Help the itiidornts to define the. problein. Distuss asla w hdle crass
-- or in-Smaller, groupe.-If small-group discussions4are !ming _used,

appalift a chairperson to repork-th =the class IthoCreSting ao-
cdt.intability),, Rotate this respOnsibility so that tall the ; "students
have' the _experience.

f
The- folldwing is a particClarly useful discu son activity at the. .

point in which Kip attempts to cross the moo with limited supplies
'(pp. 6(1408).

Ask students.to look up the definition of e/word "consensus" and
point,oufthat WeLiMe; defines it as ge eral accord of a number
of people upon 4Subject adMi)ling of a iversitY of -views." Thus,
to arrive at a consensus, each' member a group should be able -
to acbept.the oup rankings on the ba is of logic and practicality.
Provide the with instructions such

Have- Spade Sul
Will Travel .

Avoid arguing: Oresent your pos Hob logically and, cleaV but
--: listen to all the, others and' t in about. thern.

\However, do not hink that , ou Must avoid diSagreement.
Disagreembnts often -lead. to a better decision because the
group m_ ust examine the topic ,in More detail. j
Do- not assume that when you can't agree there has to be a

. winner and a_loser. Try-to find an alternative that ell can ac-
cept.

Do not vote on the iastfe.or flip a coin: Come to an agreement.
-

Now'-give the class the instructions for Lost an the Moon. The
_sttidents-s Id independently rank the sterns= Then form the class
into groups f five and a6kIhern to reach a. consensus

-

, Instrdctiona: Y u arid, your group are a spate- crew originally
scheduled to r ndlezifOus with a mother ship on the lighted surface
of th_e-mooh.Fiwirtg-tbiniechanidal difficulties, however; your ship
was forced land 200 miles from the rendevoUs'point. During re-- _ ,,
entry.and I riding, much of the.equiprrient. aboard was damaged;'
and since survival depends. on reaching the mother ship, the most
critical iterne available ni4st'be chosen for the 200-mile trip: Below
are hated the..15 items left intact aridOndatnaged. Your task is to

, _rank', eh-iiiiiirmi cit their iniOdrtande in allowing your creW to
reac the rendezvous point, Write the nuinber 1 'beside the most
impitain item, thehrnuber-2 by.the second most important, and so

-on/through' number 15. the least :important.-..._

Boxes ol. matches_

Food concentrate
-_, 50 feet of nylon, rope

. .

Portable' heating unit._

LOST ON THE MOON,.



Parachute -silk

Tvv.o,..15-calibre- pistols

One case of detiydiated pet milk
Two 100-kilo tanks of oxygen
Sielfar map (of the moon's constellati
Life. raft

Magn c compass
Five res of water:
Signal flares
First-aid kit cdntaining injection needles
Solarpowered FM receiver- transmitter

This NASA exercise was created by Jay Hall, University of Texas.
The sctiring.lor -the exercise is provided below

RANK-'

15 Box of matches.(iittie,Qr no use: pp they moon...
Fpod. concentrate-, (supply 'daily food required)

.6 feetof nylon rope (useful ra

Portable. heating unit_(useftiConly,if panytande4ondark aid

8 Parachute silk (sister- against sun7s- rays)

Two 45 calib're pistols (self-propulsion devices cou
from them) -

One case dehydra ed pet-milk (food, .mixed with. wate
drinking)

1 :TWo 100-kilo tanks, of oxygen (fills respiration requi

Stellar as of- the moon's coiistellation '(one of p
means (A.-finding directions)

Life raft (CO, bores for self-propulsion across chas

.Nlagnetic - compass (probably = no - magnetized p
useless)

2 Five litres of water (replenishes loss by sweatier

10 Signal flares (distress call within line of sight)

7 First -aid -kit containing injection needles. (oral pil
nriedicine mluable)

Si3Ter-powered-FM receiver - transmitter (distre
smitter; possible Ttommunicatkin with mother]



1,-1-lave-itudents reed 'animal stories such as:

h the, Goat" (pp 14) Norm in the fictional Mode.1

e the 8eautifuiLWh4e: Horse" (pp. 4945) Nan In the Fictional Mode I
-

"Thei-Dog of-form:tell (p 1-1O)
A SeZret 'For-Two7 pp. 15-19)

"Lion-Tinling. For Beginners (p-p. 45-49
=-/-=

"Chrltstrn close (pp.'53-59)

jbo aeek Thai! at From BOdu (P

"The .White Pony" (pp. 111-115)

"!The House of McGinnis" (pp 76-80)

Then ask students-to yank' .-the
intelligence:

. -

_ Horse

Geo_se

focus
Focus

Focus

Focus

ocua

us

Vtinfur s 2

Raccoon

DogPog

Lion Panther

Chimpanzee Cat

Goat Elephant, and more-
-

Form the rude is into groups and ask them to reach soon
on their rOting using consensusfeaching techniques.

n s us

Read stolid the humorous_ Poem "The Winning of the TV West-
'4- (PP, 81-82)sandtliscU questions 1-3, p. 82. Then divide the class

groups and est
r

n each gYoup a type such_as the comedy,
show. tBer oaliCe story,, or the western. Ask the Students to indtcate
aspects of these shows that am always the same.

The studontreogOuld have participated ins variety of s king x rlencerl

Work with the students through Chapter 5, "From Adam's Rib
to Wor#ien rs Liripp.65-86), on suppOrting statements with valid

-7ar 0-merits:Follow-Lai activities can occur aSthe students debate-

Chh rl, "The Smiare.R ing" (pp. 11-4126),-aiiirt
foilow-U0 debate

_

Sorns good general debate` tdpics are:

-Ccif5Oral riunishnient ,shbuld_be brought ba k to the -sch

Television causei.vio(ence.

Action English' 2

trinartille delinquents should serve a term in a penal institution.

Tesiialprs,aor irrespoible.



The..whole cuss m _involved in debates it four to, i
identified in --a-single nhveL .tac group-fat sik" ti
sele.Cts,_Cnetopic_and then Splits into en'affirrnativ
team-lite. preparCfailjne debates._

-our tOpiOs from Jamie :could be:
----!

7-children _slibuld receive :tough :training, and diecipIln
_ prepare them for . .

People msisure- whit is dernanded of thorn.

Edward
-

Caireori was, a good fiathe

pies are:.
ghttatiidents,

and 'negative__

Wild aniThals caii never be trusted.
1.41sa

The students stiould encouragedto use many' examples from
the book, hen any other sciaces thattheyicarl assemble, dm', from.
their own experiences in ;preparing to debate. If Mb
prepaire a written-outline in adyancthey will be better able to par-
ticipate.

- I

The use id different opicsensures that till'student's may debate
without becoming -holed hearing the same arguments several
tirneS.

The students should .hers Parttpipeled In ii,ieiletyOf speaking expoilsbcos;
teXanligii might Inoisida iadki and tileilslon news broadcasts,- editorials,
:Interview:: and drarnatlistIolis.

rThesespeaking adtivities not only involve d arriatization and role playing, but also'provide students"
with the otieForhinity to "get into someone else's skin." Additional Ideas for, speakjng activities may be
found in 'GOAL 9: ENCOURAGE, STUDENTS TO READ AND ENJDY LITERATURE, PAST AND

-c A

,
Have trie students
view with _Their favou

ead pp.- .14a -141 aod plan -an' into
e athlete_ -in-trainin.g..

Have the students read about the witch -hunt
12. "Zapr, then act out the trial -of SA
203). -

described in ctiapter.
ah Osborne., (pp. 200:

Have
comrne

;



{ 1 r .r - i
r the Cl Sas into ,srn 11±groups aud ask,each. develop a pan-

_fur a sirlipl.1:'--kic ivi such-eihaving.a picnic. washing a
bark .iiiOcking '04,S blyliine: During' each' performance,
classmates try gu, W ls taking plabilf

. .
r es ofjpantorn(ree activities are provided in The

Byen taking away thestudent's voice.
rif:Cifil cil-y e fackand body, in- an expressive_
ould heIpc...students in skits who do not _

het o do' with Iheir,
-- / I ------- -:__

Jrireeti-if The Languagq M n -1

. ,

Thirty -Flue old- Playing Skits`' (pp. 53-57) has -many ideas for The nguage of Man-1.
evelopment I &Arne..

andlhe Cockatrice" (pp. 93-102) can usird to
Vega a read r's theatre perfarriance as described inthe tedthers
manual (pp. 45-46). .

4
., .

- --
Form the cl s into five gricrrps pasigning each one a situation:

cl

.
_..

A r-t -door salesman meets a family of unusual cilatorriers

"Fivo eScaOteriCon-viati run into a group of ministers.

Anoldsailei.-'stops several wedding.guestSoutside the chuich
to Mall thein a

-ers

story. 1

,

Several strang wait to get Into a movie.

r strangers-get onto a bus.

Ask thegfo.p to develop a 'dialogue- that alight occur between
those Involired in each situation:- Each person -should have a
distinctive ctionioter. After expertelentation, have the students
write-the dialogue-down. Each broup Could-then act its roles
before the, crers. .

The Language of. Mart

After students have acted net "Sorry-,Wrong Number" (pp. 128- Ventures I
145), St( Ahem toforrn groups, of three itiripur and wilt, -Shan

-dr-corned,y PlayS based on a telephone. These could be -- ______
i Ya-tape c rde with appropriate' sound effects air using ,

toy t hors _____=---

.de the gpss into groups and' devi different role-playing
tior foe:each, allowing g-about 10 minutes for Sludents to
ni

porne sani ationsmight te!

Pony is to-be interviewed by the police regarding Bob's eath,
the fire, and DrillYs death.

'Pony is Oestioned by Soda onttiese same_ -events.

---_PonyiestilleS in front of a judge on these same_ events. _

A

4

The Olitelders



Pony, delivers the eulog"j at Johnny's funeral.

This activity is an aprcipriate portriity to reinforce the Idea of
'-4maining In oharacter and othe level of language a
propriate for the-situation.

ickhey parlialpa
hats: a

ed in a number of speaking experience

eeches at ,the 'grade 8 'level, ne

Prepare a ,l cx mall. piecaszot paperi,oach with -a --

topic such as do wolfs, trees: books, or friri-I,-,Each student rues'
to the' front. SelecAS,atotlic, thinks for 10 seccetWand then sp aka
for one rninutoekternporindoutly,-,witRept pausihtfor mom! n a- _-

specific time limit and '1,Ivithout repeating: The aPieClIstriotild.bel-n-'
telligible that is, not-a_ mere Catalogue 'of 'items: The §ttidents
an 7d 'begin to see the range ,pt-7potentiaCtrit'a; topic'aw well as
develop greater speaking ease,7:_DOthisexercise-,..for-, about
thinbtes sear, PeriOd,Ontil everyone hO sPoken'ance: then ,Walt a
few day's- before beginning,'egain with -ninktotrics

=

Although formel training, In the, tethhiquea qf .pudic ipea4ing
_,

might be_dnilbociiiiiin-Ehglish=8; It should be poselble=aftk the
first round of extemporaneous speeches to draw from the students

-a list of speaking skills theycould 44 focusing bri even ;shah th
are simpiy reporting to the class '"can the results ,_ofof 0--,group

..--discussion. ,. -; .,

They might come up with:

You should be, easily heard in the room.

You Should avoid speaking 'too quickly.

You ahtld -look at ,your audience.-

You- should avoid districting mannerism
_ .

hair, or waving :arms. -

The i Jai of Lenguage 1. Work with the students to

_ .

--fifral_atadents alio participated in a number
incladlag jeadingi at drama, prose, and poet



o Read 'N'arnian Suite 142" (pp= 42-43) to the class. Divide the Barr In the Pcatic Modei,
class into se 1 groups. Ask, each group to polish a verse. Then
re-read the oL-ern, with everyone taking part in the reading.

is Have file class read out loud to ether "Swift Things-Are Beautiful" fifetleziel n
(p. 101) and tape this i reading. Then practise the fickle
choral reading to improve rhythm, enunciation, and expression.
Tape another .reading and notice the improvement. Sound and
'rhythm are important in creating poetic effects.

Choral reaoings of poems.and plays may Pe done in the s

"Counting -Out Rhyme" (p. 99)

"Jabberwocky" (p. 131)

"Words, Words. Words" (pp

AdOITION16L RESOURCES

The B.C. Teacher. May-June, 1974. SCIF.
This issue contains an exCellent how-to arlio le_on using groups in the.
English' classroom.

ideas for Teaching English, Grades 741-9.
.Reeves, Ruth. National Council of Teachers of E.nglish. 1111 Kenyon
Road. Urbana. Illinois,

Learning Ellebussion Skills Through Games.
Stanford, Barbara. et al; Citation Press. Scholastic Magazines.
New York.

Feillootkow cI1 Gift
of Wstermeloh Pickle,

The Secohd Cehtury"
ilthololso Of Verso,
Sack

The Larigoga cif Men 1



GOAL 3
POSY AN INTEREST IN HEADING

In a typical English 6 class theme may be as rrany as nine reading gro.des, from
grade 3 to 12. The students' interest im reading can be 5ariousiV. affected t:isr-
SKihg there to reed material beyond their reading level. It is important to

work with the school librariarr 10 ensure that the library has arnole rroteriels
fora wide range of student reading abilities and interests

udente should enjoy reedind..es a r raetiorn 1 activity.

tudente should be fontiIier with end helve read, a wide variety of
torielaNksavies night *ludo newspa4ers, niegiezhnee, and books of

and 'noriliction.-

The student% !should recognize ha nen Is
ionvation.

Tivnits FOFi Ct. SMALL GROU AND
IMO IV 11 dALS

Try Uniriterrupteii Setislosd Silent Reeding (USSR). also known as Susteirssc
Alm* 'Rest:Ern (SSF1), or High lutonsity practice (HIP). If the class nas a

number of reluctant reader's, it may take a quitter of periods to Make the
method work, but persistence should produce success. Suitable trateria19 at a
arrietY qf reading levels are essential. Begin with a short session of five to ten

minutes. gradually increasing it Insist that the reading be uninterrupted and
silent. Settiog an alarm clock- is a gooctvvsy to mark the end of reading
Do not al loo students to cloy homework.

Important source of I -

book displays for the classroom.

,

Give the students plenty of optborfbnities to see their teacher
reading for enjoyment ----- particularly in the USSR Us.sion's.

.- whenever possilate, share reacting experiences with them, perNaps
by rem:tingle short, particularly interesting, or amusing 4assege.

aidCASCerit literature yourvt most' 0f it read

"Sustained Silent Reading
in the Classroom-
T.A. Mork.
The Reading Teeclrar
February 1972.
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The Quttsliders

Jamie
Light a Single Candle

quickly_ In this way, good advice will be readily available to
students with no ideas about what to read next.

During free-reading time, try to let the students read what they
want to read rather than what they -should- read.

Set a regular period to read aloud to the students. Such oral readirrg is
particularly stimulating for poorer readers who can thus enjoy books that
they cannot read. During this time, just have them listen and enjoy they
will quickly begin looking forward to the next instalment. Don't ask them to
read during th:s unless they are ef:cellent readers.

3t a regular period fc- "book blurbs." With the cooperation-of the school
librarian, bring new books to class and talk about then. Read brief excerpts
or tell them just enough about a book to stimulate their interest.

11. Once every few months each class could vote on a top ten book list that
could be posted on a display board for student reference:Include a top five

k list for non-fiction,

Sring newspapers and magazines covering a .broad range of in-
terests into class. Ask students to read one article from as many
different sources as possible in one period and record what

ey've read. At the end of the period discuss the types of readers
the rnagaiines or newspapers are aimed at and conduct a straw-
poll of the five, most interesting.

6 If students don't have easy access to the library before _school,
during lunch, and after school, ciiouss with the staff how this ac-
cess might be made available.

Work - co- operatively with tgachqrs of other subjects to encourage reading.
Suggest_th-at other teachers mention books that might be used to supplement
la unit in a social studies or science classroom and arouse student interest.

L.
Many teachers a physical education encourage students to read stories about
sports or well-known athletes. Some science teachers encourage students to
read science fiction based on science fact.

Work with ot er members 6r the English department and the
librarian to prepare lists of bdioks related to the texts: about gangs
(The Outsiders); abOut South Africa (Jamie); about handicapped
youngsters (Light P. Single Candle). Students often devefop an in-
terest in novels studied in class and will eagerly read other books
by the same author Or on- the'sarne topic.

Although a recommendation by a teacher may be good, one from
another student is even better. Arrange regular opportunities for
students to share reactions to their free reading..



Hold regular conferences with individual students about their
reading. The conference is a good check on student reading at the
same time as it provides the teacher with an idea of the type of
reading in wriich the student is interested.

Students should be ab!e_tp enjoy free reading without paying by
writing a book report- each time they finish a book. However, some
tyre of book report can occasionally be required using creative
assignments such as:

Writing a play about an incident in the story.

Making up a quiz on the main events in the book.

Drawing a map of a place in the story (not a copy of one in
book).

Designing p crossword puzzle. Get words that are part of Vas
story but fill gaps with other words. Try to get a background
for the crossword. For example, a switchblade would make a
gbod background for Durango Street, and a Crossword in Mr.
Toad's stomach would be good for Wind In the Willows.

Designing a new book cover with an accompanying blurb_

.Writing an original poem based on- the story.

Making a collage related to the book and writing a one-
paragraph blurb explaining the collage's relationship to the
book.

M,aki9g inventories of some of the books in the library that are
on The same topic as the one just read. (These inventories can
be stored for use when helping students to select a book in
the library.)

Writing a dialogue between two characters.

Preparing a cartoon strip of the main events of he story;

Writing an alternative ending for the book.

Finding. out about the author, writing a brief biography, and
listing other books he or she has written.

Writing a letter to the author telling him or her what the
student thinks of the book'

Writing a paragraph, as one of the characters Of the book, ex-
pfaining-why the student would have done what the character
did or why not.

Writing a character sketch ,of one important character. 4



GOAL 4

-DEVELOP IN STUDENTS A RANGE OF
HEADING AND STUDY SKILLS

The texts and kt- ivities referred to in this section are designed
for students reading close to or above the grade 8 level. Those
who are reading two or more levels below grade 8 are more
props taught in a remedial program.

The publishers have listed the developmental reading texts as
suitable- for students reading at the follOwing grade levels:

Tactics In Reading A and B grades 7, 8

- Advanced Skills In Reading, Book I, Ii, Ill grades 7, 8, -9

Be a Better Reader I, II, III, I V grades 7, 8, 9, 10

Success In Reading, Book 1, grade 7

Success in Reading, Book -3, 4 grade 8

Tactics In Reading, Card Kit I, II grades 9, 10

cess in Reading, Book 5, 6 grade 9

These texts are also prescribed for use in English 9 and 10.

This section provides only a starting point for developmental
reading within the regular English 8 classroom it is not in-
tended to be used as a unit of study.

Any developmental reeding program should begin at the student's
Instructional reading level_ The simplest method of determining
this Is to use the CLOZE test at the end of this section.

Design one such test for each of the developmental reading texts.
The Information-from the test will help to determine in which text
of the series the student should start.



One useful-way of organizing developmental reading time is to
begin Nf vith work on word skills, followed by comprehension skills.
and finally study skills. Students who require little time in one of
the areas should be, moved quickly to more-advanced s.kills and
texts: other students will benefit from in-depth work in an area of
weakness.

Teachers unfamiliar with developmental reading will find that the
teachers' eciitions of the prescribed reading ma,terials offer both
background jnforrnation and detailed advice on organizing a
prog ram:

The importance of ensuring that-students make the transfer from-
exercises in the developmental reading texts, to thehr regular
reading cannot be overstressed. Follow-up assignments using the
language and literature texts can easily be design.9d using ideas
from the developmental reading texts (one exams le, based on
Copper Sunrise, is on p. 13).

The students should be continuing to build a broad reading vocabulary.

Regular instruction in vocabulary development should be part of English 8. Activities for building
vocabulary are outlined under GOAL 7: HELP STUDENTS TO DEVELOP WIDE SPEAKING,
LISTENING, READING, AND WRITING VOCABULARIES. In addition, many exercises listed under the
following learning outcomes will help.

The students should be able to recognize and ante structural clues (roots,
prefixds, and ulfixes ) to derive the meaning of unfamiliar wards.

ACTIVITIES R CLASS, SP' U. qnouP , AND

Have the students do exercises on roots, prefixes, and suffixes that
\- are' appropriate to their reading Levels;

Tactics in Reading A pp_ 29-49

Advanced Skills in pp. 75-91
Reading, Book 1

Tactics in Reading pp. 23 -40

Advanced Skills in pp. 87-124
Reading, Book II

Tactics in Reading,
Card Kit I

Advanced Skills in
Reading, Book lit

Tactics in Reading,
Card Kit II

Be a Better Reader
I to IV prefixes, and Suffixes in almost every unit.

cards 7. 8, 10 pp_ 45-47
NT.

pp. 99-123

cards 7, 8, 9, 10A, 109

sr The series Be a Batter Reader I toJV contains exercises on roots,



Build word-families, using Latin or Greek roots. For example, from
aqua the students could list aquamarine, aquatic, aquarium,
Aquarius, aqueduct, aqualung, aqueous, and more. Begin by
drawing from the students and then turn to the dictionary to ex-
pand the list.

.

The dage Canadian
Dictionary

The students should tae bits to recognizo and use context clues to derive
the, meaning of unfamiliar words.

ir Demonstrate the value of using context clues by giving the
StUcients a number of words from cards 4 and 5. Simply list the
words and ask the students to guess- at the meanings or selQct
them from a number of suggested meanings. Then present the
same words in the context Q1 the cards.._

Teach context clues, perhaps one car two at a time, and follow up
with practice.

Since context seldom gives the full meaning of a word, cautidn the
students to consult .a dictionary when the word is the key one in a
passage, or when an exact meaning is necessary, (e.g., in a math
problem or an explanation in a science lab manual).

Have them do exercises on using context clues that are ap--propriate to their reading levels:

pp. 7-28

pp. 69-72 and 217-227

pp. 7-22

pp. 68-77 d 81-86

Pp- 47 and 65

pp. 03-92

p.1199

Tactics In Reading A

Advanced Skills In
Reading, Book I

Tat_ tics in. Reading B

Advanced Skills in
Reading, Book II

Be a Better Reader II

Advanced Skills in
Reeding, Book Ill

Be a Better Reader III

Tactics !n Reading,
Card Kit I

TM ,gents should Ba able to use a dictionary to find the pronunciation
and mooning of unfamiliar words



Tactics in Readit.9 A

Advanced Skills In
Reading, Book I

Be a, Better Reader II

Be a Better Reader 2

Advanced Skills in
'Reading 1, Book I

Have the students do exercises on arranging words in alphabetical
order that are appropriate to their reading levels.

pp. 79-81 .

pp, 238-239

To explain and practise the quarter system 'or finding words
rapidly in a dictionary, use Bea Better Re7.---er 20(p. 108) and
Advanced Skills in Reading 1 (pp. 237-238).

Remind the students of the value of using guide words to locate
dictionary entries rapidly. Have thern work through exercises on
using guide words that are appropriate to their reading levels:-

Tactics in Reading A pp. 52 -8a _

Advanced Skills in pp. 239-241
Reading, Book I

Be a Better Reader I pp. 120

I-7 Tactics In Reading pp. 62-63-

Be a Better Reader II p. 108

Tactics Reading to

Advanc Skills in
Reading, Book I

Tactics in Reading B

Tactics in Reading A

Aqvanceci Skills in
Reading, Boek I

Tactics In Reeding B

Tactics In Reading,
Card Kit 1_

Be a Batter Reader III

=Tactic* In Reading,
Card Kit li

a Setter Reader IV

Give them practice-in locating derived forms of words by having
them work through exercises appropriate to their reading levels: .

pp. 92-93

pp. 241-242

pp. 63-64

With the students, study the meanings of the various diacritical
marks used to arrive at the pronunciation of words. Have-.them
work throug_h exercises appropriate to their reading levels:

pp. 89-91

pp. 248-254

pp. 65-67

The back of card 17 and the front of card 18

pp. 112-11

Back of card 13

pp. 53 and 58-59



.Divide the students into small groups and give each group a list The Gage Canadian
of words written' in, the form of their dictionary pronunciation, DictioharY
rather than in their usual spelling. Have them pronounce the
words.

Select a number of words often mispronbunced (e.g., mischievous,
statistic, athlete) and have them check the pronunciation in the
dictionary. Then have them prOnounce the words to see whether
they really do use the diacritical marks.

Make the students aware that not all dictionaries indicate ac-
cented syllables. syllabication,.etc., in the same way. Give practice
in using the pronunciation keys of two or three dictionaries (e.g.,
Gage, Oxford Concise, Webster's Collegiate).

The Gage Canadian
Dictionary

Give students practice in locating words (e.g., quaff, gnostic, The Gage Canadian
gneiss, ptomaine, 'liner-Panic) whose spellings they. do not know. . Dictionary
Make a game of this by'having them race the clock talocate and
spell the words correctly. Draw their attention to the two spelling'
charts on pages 13 and T4 of The Gage Canadian Dictionary.HaVe
the students work through exercises given on:

p. 94

pp.- 77-78

1Discuss the form of a dictionary entry., in the case of multiple-
meaning words, some dictionaries give .today's most common
meaning first; others list the, oldest meaning first_ Have the
students do the 'exercises given on:

pp. 84-85

pp. 68-70

Tactics in Reading A

Tactics In Reading B

Tactics in Reading A

Tactics In Reading B

Design similar, exercises or the prescribed dictionary. The Gage Canadian
Dictionary

Reproduce the entry fora particular word from three or four dic-
tionaries and have the students compare the formats used by dif-
ferent dictionaries, as well as the kinds of information given:-

Give them practice in s4iecting from a dictionary entry the correct
meaning of a word to fit' a particular context. Have them _work
through exercises appropriate to their reading levels:

pP. 86-88

pp": 243-247

pp. 71-76

Tactics in Reading A

Advanced Skills In
Reading, Book I

Tactics in Minding B
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rattles In Reading,
Card Kit I

Be a Better Reader Iii

Tattles In Reading,
Card Kit IL

Be a Better Reader IV

The back of card 1tl and both sides of card 19

pp. 112-113

The 'back of card 14

p. 60

Similar exercises may be designed and used at regular intervals
with novels, short stories, and poem: that students are studying.

Thie Dynamics of Chapter 4, "inter and Exit a Vyord- (pp. 77-109), provides ef-
Langusge I fective teaching idbas and explanations for any teacher designing

a series of exercises on dictionary skills.

The students should understand ideas and information that the writer has
explicitly stated (I.e., at the literal level of comprehension).

Unless the students understand what they read at a literal level, it is difficult for them to go below the
surface to discofeer %That the writer n-lay be implying or to consider critically what has been written.

AdXanced Skills in
Reading, Book I

Advanced Skills
Reading, Book 11

Advanced Skills In
Reading, Book_ Ill

Advanced Skills in
Reading, Book 1

Advanced Skills In
Roolding;130ok II
Advanced Skills in
Reading, Book ill

Guide the students, through the novel or short.story with specific
literal-level questions. The number of questions would depend on
student abilities, but shciuld be based on the main ideas of the
story.

Combine the comprehension of a paragraph with the writing of a
paragraph. Have the Students -read a paragraph with a cause-and-
effect pattern and summarize it in chart form. Then have them
design a similar chart that they can use as an outline for writing
their cause-and-effect paragraph.

The students cpri gain practice in identifying the main idea of a ,
sentence through exercises appropriate to *their reading levels:

pp.. 35-50

pp. 36 -51

pp. 2-4 -and 11-34

The students can gain practice in identifying the main _idea of a_
paragraph through exercises appropriate to their reading levels:

pp. 3-32

PP. 1 -34

PP-
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The students should Understand what the writer may have implied e., at
the inferential level of comprehension).

any ideas for approaching this learning 'outcome May be found in the ideas related to the literature
goals (see GOALS 9, 10, 11. 12, and 13).

The students can gain practice in drawing inferences from what
they read through those exercises below that are appropriate to
their reading levels:

Tactics in Reading A

Advanced Skills in
Reading, Book I

Success in Reading
Book I

Success in Reading,
Book 2

Tactics In Reading B

Advanced Skills In
Reading, Book II

Success in Reading,
Book 3

/Success I -Reading,
Book 4

Tactics in Reading,
Card Kit

Advanded Skills in
Reading, Book III

Success In Reading,
Book 5

Success in Reading,
Book 6

Tactici in Reading,
Card Kit II

pp 95 -112

pp. 134-146 and 256 =262

PP. 1

270 and 301-306

pp. 81- 8 and -163

pp. 145 -16Q and 270-290

pp, .1-41

pp. 260 -276

cards 21-25,5'29-30:' and 35-38

pp. 144, 145, and 218 -244

pp. 18-29

pp. 237-244

*cards 25-28, and 44-478

The stud hould be *We to read critically.

2,E

Many ideas fdr approaching this learning outcome -may be _oundin.the literature goals (see GOALS 9,

10, 11, 12. and 13),
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Success 3o Reading,
Book 2

Tactics in Reading B

Advanced Skills in
Reading, Book II

Success in Reading.
Book 4

Advanced Shills in
Reading, Book ill

Success in Reading,
Book 5

Success in Reading,
Book 6

Tactics In Reading,
Card Kit II

The students should practise critical reading skills such as: iden-
tifying the author's purpose. distinguishing between feet and
opinion, identifying irrelevant evidence, and assessing. conflicting
arguments. Have the students work through those exercises below
that are appropriate to'''their reading levels:

pp. 116-123 and 288-299

pp. 116-223 and 288-299

pp. 2413-268

pp. 204-237 and 285-308

pp. 290-309

pp. 187-249

pp. 64-171 and 252-307

pp. cards 21,-24B_

students thoUld be able to adjust the ding rate to suit the purpose
ading and the difficulty of the material..

The inefficient reader tends to read everything at the same rate, regardless of purpose. Help the'students to develop ,ditferent reading rates.

Success n Reading Make students aware of the nature and purposes of 'the veriouqBooks 1 reading rats such as scanning, skimming, rapid, average, arid
study.reading. These are dealt with in detail' in Success in
Reading, Books 14. _

Copper. Sunrise Explain that scanning means glancing over a page to find a _

specific item of information. Explain how it works and practise on.
a few pages of a novel such as Copper Sunrise.

Then ask: "What do you think the title of the book means?" The
students can scan the book for all uses dl' the word copper. Make
this a speed contest. The skilful can scan the ,entire book in less
than 10 minutes.

The appropriate pages are 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 32,33 (twice), 52,
58, 61 (twice).t2, 77 (twice), 78, 87, 99 (twice), 100, 194..(twice), 109,
109 (twice). 110, and 111.

f

Write- on the blackboard all the page n6mberS -10und by the
students. Ask them to read, the entire passage s_ urrounding each
word and to identify passages that Will help them to clarify the title.
(The most helpful pages are :61, 62, 78. 104, 109; 110, and 111.)



They will then have an excellent source of infdrmation for writing
an effective composition on the Meaning of Copper Sunrise as a
title. With examples as supporting evidence.

Explain that skimming is pre-viewing or over-viewing a book and
can mean simply reading the first sentence of each paragraph-.
Take one of the language texts, such as Action English 2, chapter
10. and ask-the students to skim it and then summarize its contents
within 'a specified time (10 minutes).

-Ideas for increasing the reading speed of students are on the
following pages:

pp. 36, 52-53.

pp. 16-17

pp. 20-21

pp. '8-15

Students should work through those exercises above that are
propriate to their reading level.

Give the 'Students timed practice at intervals. Each unit in the
Be a Better Reader series' begins with a narrative selection, and
these can be used to increase the number qf words read per
minute. Ech selection is followed by questions that serve . as
a -comprehension check. Develop a chart that can be put in
the students' notes on which the students can keep a record
Of their progress.

Actior English 2

Be a Bolter Raeder I

Be a Better Reader II

Be a Better Reader III

Be. a Better Reader IV

Be a Better. Reader I

Bea Better Reader II

Be a Better Roder III

Be a Better Reader IV

Explain that study-reading is used when detailed_ recall is ex- zSuccess Irf Reading,
pected, when technical details and difficult vocabulary are in- Books 1 . .

eluded, when directions need to be folk:ivied; or when careful con-
sideration is needed. Show The students that this is the type of
reading expected for the language, science, and social studies

\

texts. The Success In Reading series contains ample exercises for
varying reading speeds_

The students should be ableablle to adjust their methods of reading to the dif-
fering purposes and organizational patterns of narratbre and informational
materials.

Although most of their elementary School -reading 'Will. have in-
volved the narrative pattern, rOny grade 8 students will still have
diffictulties in sorting out time sequence. Write each of the-main in-
cidents ora short\stori or a novel on slips of paper and then ask.
the students to read die skim Give them the slips and ask them to
place them In order, Allow re-reading if necessary. This exercise
cadet el0e done regularly "until the students find they can read

.narrattve material well.

51
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Effective Study.
Robinson. Francis P.
'Harper.

Be a Better Reader,
Books I to IV

r

If students have much trouble with sequencing, give them the slips
before they start to read and have them put the slips in order as,
they occur. (Using a story with a really surprising ending forthis
exercise will ruin the story.)

Teach the .103a method (Swrvey, Question, Read, Review, Recite) of reading
expository material. Explain that starting at the beginnineand reading
through is probably 'not the most efficient way of absorbing expository
rnateriaL'Practise the SQ3R Method on chapters of the students' language,
science, or social studies texts, ffective Study contains a detailed description
of this method of study_

Explain the basic patternS of writing in expository material (cause:
and-effect, simple listing, comparison and contrast. 5equence of
directions, and more), and give- examples to practise with.
Students will improve both readibg and writing= skiffs by ex-
perimenting r1\11- above itlfriting patterns.'

Give the students a package of- expository paragraphs written
toin a variety of -attems, and have them identify the patterns.-Tge Be,

a Better Reader series ill provide sources of such paragraphs.L'

The students should be able to use such features of a
index, and glossary.

The Dynamics of
Langutio I

Development Reading
Texts .

4

The. Second Century
Anthologies of
.Verse, Book I

Advanced Skills in
Reeding, Book I

Be a Better Readeti

BE a Better _Reader I

Advanced Skills in
Readitig, Book il.

Advanced Skills in
Reading: Bark ill

k as heading,

a when the udents begin to use a new text such as Dynamics
of Language l' or a reading text-. -design an exercise that
will require them -to use all' parts of the book to find an-
swers: table of contents; boldface headings, chapter Sum-.
manes, appen es, and index.

The Second Century Anthologies of Verse, Book I could be-
used to ,teach the students. to use other types of Indexes in-
cluding the indei to authors, the index to titles, the index to Wit
lines, and the index to subjects.

s' Have the students practise using the index throuth exercises ap-
, propriate to their -reading levels:

pp. 147-158

pp. -94-98

pp. 104.105

pp. 188402

pp. 166-180



pee the st golents have mastered the use of the
o aVe them practise using. t,r encyaiopedia

. that the iiiipweisIoquestions can b idcated dryly
..-:dex. (A stUelant'S usual approach i look' up

directly in the appropriate volume noring, the

index in a text
index. Be sure
by.6sing the in
the given topic
index.)

arelses in the developmental. reading -texts
dex in an encyoldpedia are on:

p. 40

pp. 203-200

s. Betl

Advarieeell Skill, In
Rwadloo,000ii II

AcIvis6col Ogle in
Elefidirlit, 4100k ill

Ask ,edch- student to ibrng% a car manual to class. esign. a SeCof
.

a D .
44uestions -to which any car manual would have UR- enswers:After
students have Iciaked- up -their answers, thus tearrnliv to use ex-
pository material not _prganized_ as a textbook, prepare -a -ear-
comparison chart on the blackboard and disco's it

_ v the -students do those -exercises below, on the use of the
II nary card catalogue and the Dewey Decimal System, that are aP-

ePrlate to their reading levels:

Bea Satter Reader I

Witter Reader e

; "134 ra Setter Rote* Hi



A0bITIONIAL RESOUPIOES

imprOvIng Reeding in Every Cie'
Thotrak at el., Allyn and Elaco

, Atlantic Ailentic BoSton,'-Mess 02210.

A neirocover test that is absolutely irW4Iuotile for teaching reading
in every subject In the school: It is.chOok-full of teaching ideas.
5xpenslve bilit worth It

Todd Division. 470

Inner Ion and Champ In Heading lriegrueslon.
aarretVIttonlas. Sixty-Seventh Yearbook of the Na "anal Sodiety
for trie.Study of Education. *Part fl, pp. 1g23.

The Taxonomy of. Cognitive and Affective Virnensions of Reading
Comprehiatisicat developed by Thomas ,8arrett, looks at many
facets-of reaWg comprehensionend 46%-stia. design.

Le Pegs Games. Veer, et al.

An Inexpensive paperback of games and at
and speaking ss well as -fof vocabulary. 'The
tended tor grades 1 to 8 but can easily be
students.

Latin le A Ivo and
of "roforit

An Inexpei

for listening
cases are in-
ted for older

IL Taylor, 8.0: Guidance Centre. University

Latin-mote arod wordarid structures.

Ado Duaiigh tl Oracle.;
Ccifurribie University.-Teachers Cottage: Press.

Amailabie trornduldagize Centre, University, of Toronto.

An ineitpensiVe paperback with exercises for = developing
voc butary. Icleas for areas-of reading otrer than- vocabutary
develc were are also included.

Smog, With Word'. Herter, HA. Scholastic Sook Service

An" inexpensive paperback of activities to 1I)c vocabulary in social.-
Studies, English; science, and math. The boa(' uses almost. e

e

programmed approach, Students can use the boot as 'a resource
for independent use._

-

The 4,108111 had a Word- for
Taylor, 04. Guidance) Centre. Univereity of Yo Toronto.

An inexpensive paperback on Latin roots and word structure%



THE CLOZE PR CEDLIRE

The CLOZE test can used to help establish whether.a books written at appropriate level for an
individual student,

Piliparatiaki

1." 'Select a repre
be examined_

ntat ve passage of lea

.'/
260 to 270 words from the selection or from the book to

Leave the first and lest sentences of the assage intact. Then delete every'fifth ward in the others.
Make at least 50 cleietions..

Reproduce the passage with a blaiik spec'
btein assistance on this from school

lestructiorta to Docents'

These may be' given orally.

n 'Ace of each missing word. Teachers may be able to
rotaries

"This test has been made by taking every fifth word bet of'a story. A blank has been left in plaoe of the
word. You are to write in each blank the word you think was haft out

"Mostof the blanks can be fillet! with ordinary words, but a few might be numbers (350, 1789, $10); or
contractions (halt, won't); or Abbreviations (11.5.A.. Mr.).

"Wr!te only one word in each blank. Do NOT be afraid
against_ you-. r

Try to write an answer for each blank, but don't waste too much time on any one Some blanks ere
very;very hard; skip them and go.'On to the next. When you have finisheatt a test. you can again try those

have Missed."

o guess incorrect spelling will not cunt

Smiting rl Intsrprotation
.I. °wit correct only the exact word op aesornarsta. If the teacher counts synonyms as correct, the

s that folio,: cannot be used to obtain' reading kiwi*.

'2. Presuming the test consists of 50 blanks. If the student gets betIveen 22 and 29 (44 to 57 per cent)
of the blanks correct, it can be assumed that the material is at the student's Instructional level.
This rnearss that the student will know and understand the meaning of 95 to 95 per cent of the
vocabulary and will comprehend about T5 to 90 per cent of the main idias: The student will nee
help with

d-
unfamiliar words and difffult-concepts.

If the stUdent gets more than 29 (over 57'per cent) of ttie blanks correct, n be assumed that the
Material Is at the student's Independent level-This means that the rn lanai may_ be read without
assistance:

The aocoropanying sample CLOZE tee is 'fro



SAMP E CLOZE TEST

BE A TTER READER 1

E PROBLEMS A D HOW THEY ARE

LACK OF OKYO

Oxygen it one of the things that men must eve to stay alive. Even On our earth, can't

stay under water fly in alibi s unless breathe oxygen. Three hundred

boys the earth, there is littl oxygen. One cif space

supply astro with oxygen.

have salved -this p blem building sealed, or air - tight,,

capsu The peal keeps oxygen fro leaking into The capsule also

carries oxygen in tanks Co __ the original oxygen as
used up! During''- wailcs,"t1,0 astionautS receive =- through sp-pial tubes

connecting - space suits- with ,the' supply inside the capsule.

WEIGHTLES 11 E

csib_sule is in _, the

gravity that gives objeCtp

flouts face the
ficult.

of reachin

en on board weightless.

Without the anchdr that _

tasks becorne very dif-of finding that the
example, When you reach an object in space,'

I back from the object. you try to turn

wheel, your body es the opposite direction while wheel

it

Scientists have solved this putling hand grips _ _ straps

of the capsule, so astronauts can anchor themselves '
_they work.. Even with aids, ills so

must often. rest.

MICROMETOONITES

are -very few meteors

danger that of them will hit
called mioiom eteor are very

tays where

over he

to work in space ! they

space, -so scientists say

space capsule. But tiny

They are not much bigger than specks dfi dust.

is no



GOAL 5
HELP .STUDENTS DEVELOP APPROPRIATE SKILLS FOR

WFIITING SENTENCES, PARAGRAPHS, AND ESSAYS

The students _should be -able to generate, organize, and substantlati

ACTIVITIES FOR CLASS, SMALL GROUPS,. AND
INDIVIDUALS

tiP Teach the students brainstorming techniques for generating ideas. Select a
Topic such as "Chickens should lay square eggs because ..." and allow
students five minutes to generate independently as many reasons as they can.
Put the reasons on the'blackboard and then ask them to select the three or
four they _consider most interesting to use as the basis of a composition.
Nonsense topics appeal to grade 8 students.

"Mind apanders' (pp. 7
generating Ideas.

TEXTS

contains many suggestions for The Language of Mi

Chapter:05, "From Adam's'Rib to WoMen's Lib" (pp. 5-86), deals ,
with_ substantiating general statement!, and call be- used for
aisignments in' both speaking and writing.

Ike Ion En h

Chapter 1Z "The Prose Puzzle", (pp. 279-309), provides valuable TM Dynamicst .
background information -and Ideas.

After ,dealing with the hints on organizing the- descriptive The D rra
paragraph on pp. 292-293, ask the students to choose one of these
methods for writing a description of Cathy's room at Burton.

-r the students have read a numberat short stories, ask them to
e the one they liked best in a clearly developed paragraph that

'Testes their opinions.

ve the students write a comparison of the personalities of Carl
in and Billy Buck, using examples from the novel to support

their, points.

el Rave students write a compailson of the narrators in:

Summer ofothe Beautiful Mete Horse (pp. 49 -55) Man in the

"The White Pony" (pp. 111 -115) Focus

Tice Red Pony



MI understand that a sentence must be communioatlr
subject) and that s statement must be made abog! the

Than Dynamics of Language

Dynamics o Language 1 .

Advanced Skills in Rea
Book I

Advancartikills. in
Bock:, if

-

Advanced Skills in Readi
Book 111

The student

hapter 6, "Be Gibes It Mime" (pp. 145-167) deals with the sen-
tence structure of SUBJECT + BE + COMPLEMENT and proviples
a foundation for developing lessons and additional exercises. The
teachers' manual (in the teachers' edition) outlines this chapter on.
pp. 044.,

Chapter 7, "Where- the- 4ctiori '(pp. 168-181) cleali with tie
SUBJECT + VERB PHRASE structure with both transitive and in--
transitive verbs. The teacherS' manual in the teachers' edition
outlines this chapter on pp. 65-68,

Advanced 'Skillain Reading 1, 2, and 3 each provide a ahapter that
might make a useful source of teaching ideas and exercises on
the structure of a sentence:

Chapter 2, "Reading the Sentenoe-
-(pp. 33-58)

Chapter 2, "Unravelling Difficu
(pp. 35-54)

Chapter 1, Seri
(pp. 11-45)

Teachers' editions provide answers to all ei6r. 1-

ning at a Glance

bl write sant.

The Dynamics of Langua

Tice Dynamics

ng compleclt

Chapter 8, t'Stretching I A Bit" (pp. 193-205), examine use of-
the prepositional, phrase ai an expander for the simple sentence,

f Long 1 Chapter 9, -Pulling It Together" (pp. 207-221). looks at the corn-.
pound sentence, Althoughtha reading level is appropriate, th0
concept levet of this chapter is very high.

SenteKce-cornbiniria r'exurclaes can be clelleloped by choosing
serftences from a novel car a short story currently under study, and
breaking thpm into a series of simple sentences. Examples frbrif
The Snow Goose might Ns:

a. He was a painterl of, birds:
b. He was a painter of natiire.
c. Fpr his own reasons.he hack withdrawn all human

society. (p. 12)
a. Rhayader did not hate.

Rhayader loved very greatly.
c. Rhayinier lo' ed . man.



11:Rhyader loved the anlmal kingdorn.
e;_iihayader loved all nature; (P- 13)

)

as a' frien td ial

4. a. Fyl ny hundreds carhe,

b, yi d = things repaid him

.b., They ,remained with hlin all t ugh the cold weather.
c. The cold weather was frompher to the early Spring.
d. In the ,earlyspring they Migrated north again to their

-breecliing-gfounds.
e. Their/breeding-grounds were below the ice rim. (p. 16)

. .

When the'StOdents haye oombinedlhesa sentences, discussed
vadout versions; end decideCrancihe Ones they feet represent the
besticornbinations, ask them to Jorrk atthe pages'on which the
original seritence'occurs. A simple cliScuaslon of style could en-

.sue:

rganize ideas intp effective paragraphs,
frig the topic, unity and cohirande, end.;

Additional ideas.for teach'ng paragraph' riting may be found in GOAL 6: PROVIDE STUDENTS. WITH.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR WRITING VARIOUS TYPES OF PROSE. Ideas for exploring methods of
development May 0e7found in GOAL 3: DEVELOP IN STUDENTS A RANGE OF READING AND STUDY
SKILLS. . .

.

ad pp. 3O2 t .carefully biprepara for - teaching the need-I
limit-the topic..

-Read pp. az and 4-305 'car30_
unity and coherence,

Ily in preparatoon for

dad p.-29? in prepare ipn for Mac hods-o

The Dynamics of

each ng The Dy :tics Language 1

development. -Ttio.DynamIcs of L

"Relation,ships" (pp. 113-134) deals with.the methods of develop-
riielit of- time and cause-and-effect in paragraphs.

"Central ide (PP. 159481) is concern
19611 for Changing ideas. actions, speak

"Central idea" (pp. 141-147) deal$ With phi
viewpolnt of finding' the 'topic Sentence:

at- Advanced-Mails in Raadin
OraCiraPh for the tparagraph

=

to paragra . -one

aragraphing as a
ime,'or place.

paragraph om the

U deal with reading a
thestudents

ppi.. id arise reedit),

Chapter 1. 'Reading the P
-(141- 1-17)

Ph'

cn:

nguage 1

Tactic's in Reading A

Advanc
Boil( I



The students should revise their
spelling, and punctuation.

Advanced Skills in Reading, Chapter 1. -The
Book II (pp. 1-34)

:f

Copper _Sunrise Work with the students in designing a chart of comparisons in the
relatiorishipd-of Jamie/Davie to Tethani/Shadothai --lincluding
examples from the story. Then ask the studentelo use the-chart as ..
the ,foundation for a paragraph orothrnparison.

lead "Hunting Song- (p. 165)1c the class. A good discussion on
.The pros and cons of hunting as a:sport may arise.' Ask . the '_

students. to suggest and write on limited topics on this theme.
.

Limited topics might include; the_ Purposes of hunting. The huhter.
the placekin which hunting occurs, the arguments against hun-
ling, and more.

Select two paragraphs. an distinctly different topics. Cut them into
sentences and then ask the studentt to reorganize the pieces into
a coherent paragraph.

,Insist that every =composition submitted for marking be done in both ROUGH and GOOD copy. En-
Courage thestudents ta feorganize, tighten. and generally make a mess of their.ROUGH copy, with an
eye to making their GOOD -copy a really fine piece of _work,But toe_strici if the ROUGH copy IS not
submitted; therstudenfahould automatically lose half the possible marks for USAGE: Before students

- begin tomake,the GOOD copy, they Should check to make sure they haven't created k run-on sen-
tence. or- left a -fragment unattached to a principal clause- .

Charts.taped inside-student not hocks. will help both sludenfand
teacher to note recurring erro larking papers half -for ideas and-
half for usage will reinforce. _importance of rvish.

Students should become familiar with the -Mechanics and Usage"
section on pp. 311-325.

. .

The Dynamics of Language 1 Exercises may also by based ori the "Mechanics and Usage" sec-
_ tion. For example,' aft(` going Afirough'pp. 312-313 \with students:-

ask ttierk_to create five sentences illustrating different uses of
cdpitais. These-could be .gathered and transferred to overhead
transparencies and used for a competition between groups 'of
students over who can first identify illustrated -rule.

Chapter 5, "A Comedy of Errors" (pp. 24-33), and chapter 11. "A
Comedy of COmmas- 1pp. 61-71)p are very helpful. Students can
see the difference the punctuation mark makes -in what they'
trying to say.

Spelling- rules are outlined in. chapter 13 -Double. Double, Toil
and Tribble" (Op. 74-75).



Th stud t tt should. revise their writing to elirninato,common syntactical_

two amplas_imIghl_inclUde rup-On:conatrUcticni, lack of subject-verb
egr eel, arid incorrect use of. nionouns.

Collect samples of \common syntactic errors from studen
and ust,them design`' exercises.

Early in the. course, the students can set aside i page in their
notebooks!:headed, Editing. As each lesson on Osage, syntax,
spelling,- and punctuation is given, -the students make an ap-
proprlate statement under Editing. For example. "Check for use Of
the cuotatIon mark." -

The students work in teams to edit the work of classmates using
the criteria under perhaps one-criterion a week could,:be
added,as skills are taughtiand reviewed.- Eientuallyflhe editing
teams;_will be able to use the checklist to indicate the many
charigee that need to be made during the revision stage-,

Hive students work in pairs to revise -their first draft. The writing;.,
JJOrtners read each other's work alciud. The student author_should
become aware of many.errors_during the oral reading that he Or
We might -skim over when reading silently.

how the students a typical run-on sentence such as: 'The Red
Poly-is a novel, and II is also a horse and-its namefis Gabilan and
iiiiby_JohnSteinbeck.- I-layer the students rewrite the run -on sen-
tence in a rrtore readable way. The students may come up with:
"The Red Pony, a novel by John Sleinbeck,-is about a ribige that is
neMed sGibilan

_
When the t;idente appear to have grasped the idea, theycould be
asked to pt Wise on an .exercise that is easily designed using a
novel or short, story currently being studied: Such an- exercise_
might be:

a., Punish/len quid be prompt at school.
b. Funistrment Would' be piompt at home. (p. 30)

a. Jody dad the potty as well as he could.
b. Then JodY want up td--the house.
c. He brought hot water down to the barn.
d. He soaked the grain the trot water. (p. 30)

a...if:dye other put a platter,of steaks ori the table._
b. She _also. put boiled potatoes and boiled ,iquash on

c, The, food clouded the room with steam. (p. 31)

4.- a. The spring water was cold ,

b. -The sp ng water stung his mouth.
6. the ,spring water drove a shiver through -hirri.

a. The eyes were red and feartess.
b. The eyes were impersonal and unafraid and d
c. The eyes still looked at him. (p. 46)



After the stu ants have create_ d and discussed their own combined
sentences, fey may wish to compare theirs' to the author's

.-- The skidanlis should' beibla to revise olprove_clarity'and
style.

ar_ Have the students rewrit their own compositions, using sentenCe-
pombining tedhii Os to create a more sophisticated style.

Mould their final:

al Editing notes, mentioned in can action with revising to eliminate
syntactic errors, can be used a a basis for proofreading..

To stress the importance of proofre ding turn back finished copies '-
imrtediatelif after receiving them and .gulde sttidentslArough the
process of proofreading on a step-by7step; 1- paragraph-by-. .

paragraph-

The students neatly and legibly.

- indicates that students can write neatly and
gibly. Itf to teachers to insist that they do so. Discuss with

students the times, when it would be advisable to have good hand-
writing. they may come up with: forms for ordering something, job
hpplications, letters to the editor, letters of complaint, etc.

Obtain a wide variety of business nd duplicate tnem for the. class.
Have students fill them out, emphasizing legibility. Discuis the legibility and
style of writing and their possible effect. on the reader.

At the _beginning of the year, establish some legibility guidelines. Examples
rnit include: make neat loops, don't over-slant letters, join letterssmoothly,
space, evenly, form individual letters distinctly, and make difficult letta'
cornhinationi clearly. Provide examples of good and poor formation Practice
In writing legibly may be necessary)

Sane students. may need a radical change of style. try- script-.
writing as one choice-. As a second choice-ask students to
elirriirrate slant in - all "letters. Encourage an. abrupt non-rounded
endLstroke.

The students should have a flarictioniritnow
grammar for,the,improvedient of clarity and



,,

The emphasis in graMmar at the grade 8 level ehc uld be on the nine parts of speech and the form and
types of sentences. A list of prepositions, co and nating conjunctions, and subordinate_ conjunctions

' = cart b used in sentence-combing. Although rote ences to The Dynamics, of:Language I_have been
provided throughout this section On gramitar, this hoOkdeats with langupge at a fairly high level For
example, inoheptere the,first Chapter on grammar students are expected to cope With terms such as
subjecLiOompfernsint, noun phrase, singular, phiral, personal- pronouns, place phrsse, adjective

1 ,= ohms*, and 'qualifier.

.Thetf011owing rhyme by E.E..Hunter names a d defines the func-
tions of the principal parts of speech, Student might be asked to
memorize it. (Actually! the determiner is omi ted.)

All names Persona, places, things,
Are NOUNS, as CEASAR, ROME, and KING

PRONOUNS are used in place of nouns:
MY thought. HER work. tn. book, YOUR, whs.

.11

When the kind you wish to state,
Use, an ADJECTIVE, as GREAT.,

,-. But if pf manner -you would tell,
i:Uee ADVERBS, such as .SLOWLY, WELL.
To find an ADVERB, this test try.
Ask how, Or when, or where, or why.

PkglsOSITIONS show relation,
As WITH reepect, or IN our nation.

1

CONJUNCTIONS, as their name .implies.
Are -joining words; they- are the iies
That bind tegether day AND night,
Cairn; BUT cold, ;dull OR bright.

.

Next _we have the ,VERBS. whith tell ,.

Of action; being, and state as well.
TO WORK SUCCEED. ACHIEVE, anc.
Each one of Mese is called a VERli

The INTER'4ECTIOhS show surprise.
As OHL ALAS!, AH ME!, HOW WISE!

Thus briefly ribeS this jingle state'
\The PARTS -OF SPEECH, which total eig

Use the nairfres for the parts of speech regularly when discussing
the stOdestts writing.' This iyiif reinforce the lessons and remind
thern that knowing the parts of speech is useful.

-students write 'a simple sentence and label the parts'of
--speech ft order ..'they Should exchange onJ' the list of of

h with a partner who will then construct iientence to fit the
pattern, Students often find the nonsense-potentiai apPeating:

+4=



Create. or have students.create, puzzles that can act as x irises
to,reinforca the Darts of speech. Examplei:

.21

CID El Ella
1213170

BE113111011i11111

11113013011 Ci

D BEIE11121
111

EIMEICE113 13 13

ACROSS

Used iii place of a noun.

Tells how, when, where,
and why.

Indicates_
follow

Shows emotion,

rributvwl

B.. Tells "what kind" about
nouns.

Joining words.

DOWN,

Shows relation: "below
stairs'' and "-around" cor-
ners.

Names persons, placefi
things, and ideas.

Tells action, being,
state.



ACRt SS

A part of speech that
nampa.

-4. Abbreviation efor 130S of-

Nouns.
'Alone"
159-19

A determine
2

r.

A noun meanin speed

nd verb phrases are diacuised in chapter 6 ; 'Be Goes it The Dynamic of
pp` and chapter, 7. "Where the + L. zon Is,' (pp.

An 'adverb indicating
something is -close
something else.
A 'preposition
skyward.

A noun
message

Abbreviatio
plicable."

Modifiers are presented throughout the text within the "phrase"
--and "'qualifier" structure.....Adverbs are treated as "expanders"
within the groupings of Manner, Place, and time phrases in chapter
9, It -a. Bit"- (pp...193,205). .

,oPronounS are described as Ca special group of noun phrases' (p. 1
154) -and are presented in the book in a variety at, ways.

lr
Chapter 7, tils UT' (pp -124),develops skills in.effective Action English 1
word "choice ft lout going Into specific grammatical terms. Nouns
are identifie on pp. 112-117, imphasizing- the use of
generalized erd specifica Basic information-on verbS is given
on pp. 118-119. A 'ectives and adverbs are treated on pp. 120-123.

0 Chapter 1, -Recording Sensory
effective use of modifiers.

(pp. r- q),--deals with the Action Engl

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
.

Manuel ,of Methods in Seconder), English
R.H.J. Monk end. Susari Cronwall University of Victoria.

-_ This is an Experience '74 Project that contains ideas for teaching
poetry, non-fiction. fiction, drama, grammar, rhetoric, oral-Engl:sh,_
and the 'newspaper,.

Woe-Combining-Exercises.
re_ Publication No 15_1111 Kenyon AYenue. Urbana. Illinois.

-anal Council of Teachers of 'English.
,

for students are included this _material.



GOAL
.

PROVIDE, STUDENTS WIT 1..OPPORTUNITIES
FO,R_WRITING- VARIOUS TYPES OF PROSE

udents hould I* able to writs descriptive par
ions.

!TIES FOR. CLASS, _SMALL
INDIVIDUALS-

tudents .through chapter 1, Stampede (pp. 1-16),
s 'exercises on recording sensory details, building a
bulary, and using figUratiVe language.

0rk with the students through chapter 1; "Seventy-Six Trom-
neer (p 17,18),-as well as the exercises on selection and usicof

details irl ascription. .1.

the students th °ugh chapter "The Sense to Enjoy"
), and the exercises on describing In vivid Janguage
unds,- smells, textures; tastes, and sights.

Read Rupert Brooke's "The Great Lover (p. 110) to the students
ind discuss it with them. Then have them write a list of things they
ioVeland things they-hate. They could therrseleit one Rath. from

ni at tho, Ots- and desCribe it so as to evoke the same reaction in
another reader.

.

amp t 'The Colours of Your Mind"-(pp. 247 -275), covers ap-
alcto t e senses, dominant impression.attd Imagery. Examples

rid activities are provided. This is an excellent source upon which
caching Mew may be

0 Chapter.12, The -Prose Puzzle" (pp. ,f., centaini sequential
ite !agraph..and-'essay organization,. using descriptive

model.- This material can be used to develop selected
Ies tor- theNTLIdents.-

0' After
them
quest

students have- written desttriptions, ask thorn to exchange
with ,a writing' partner.- partners answer the following
ons about the. description:

What words used here appeal-40_0e
d taste?

ouch,; smell,

Action English 1

Action EnglIJh 2



Ventures 1

Each student hen uses the reaction in rewriting and improving the
description.

.e Have the students read "Weather It's Sirius- (pp. 117-119) and
scan the story for descriptive words and phrases. After discussing
the author's'use of description, ask the students to write a descrip-
tion of the hottest day they have endured.

The students should he able to write narrative paragraphs and com-
positions.

Action English 1

Action English 1.

Action English 2

Action. English 2

Action Eng

Work with the students through chapter 2, "Creepy, Creepy" (pp.
17-38). The exercises relate to describing events and details in

.'sequence by time, place, and climax.

Work with the students through chapter 4, "Camera West- (pp. 59-
78). which explereS writing a story with plot, setting, and character.

Work, with the students through chapter 2; "Wells and VVelles
Panic- (pp. 19-32), and the exercises on description andsequencal!
of events by time, space, and climax.

Work with the students through chapter 3, -Treasure Hunt" (pp. 33-
54), which contains exercises on writing the first- person narrative.

h 2 Work with 'the students through chapter _11, "Memory A
Storehouse for Treasure" (pp. 175-182), which contains exercises
on memory writing (first person stories based on actual activities).

The Second Century
Anthologies of Verse,
Book 1

The Second Century
AntholOgies of Verse,
Book fi

The Language of 'Man

Action English 'I

Read with the students "Robin- Hood and-Allan-a-Dale" (pp. 142-
147) and ask_them to re-tell the story in prose from another charac-
ter's point-of-view.

The re-telling process could also be used for "Robin Hood and the
Curtl Friar- (pp. 148-159). In this case, in addition to re-telling the
story, from the point,Rkiew _of the friar or Little John, it could be
placed in a moderri?settIng.

s Read "Some Tell Tales (p. 106) and "A- Family Pet-. (p. 107) and
have.the students create a tall-tale that is set in their locale.

More tall tales to use as inspiration for, student-written tales, are
found on pp. 54-55.



73
The students should be able to write paragraphs and compositions for
various purposes including describing, character.

Work with the students through the exercises on the character
sketch in chapter 10, "Flood" (pp. 151-176).

Work with the-students through the exercises on characterization
in chapter 4, "Camera West" (pp* 62-64).

Work. with the students through chapter-A, -On With the 17.)ance-
(pp. 55-64 which contains exercises on point-of-view and
developing _naracter details,

Work with the students through chapter 9, "Rough Diamonds!"
(pp. 135-156), which contains exercises'on the use of description'
and incident in character study.

Once the students have mastered the techniques described in= Ac-
tion Engliggh 1 and 2 above these could be used in writing per-
sonalitV sketches of characters in the novels,

Action English 1

Action English I

Action E fish 2

Action English 2

The students should be able to write paragraphs and compositions for
various purposes including supporting an opinion or .argument,

Work with the students through chapter 9, "Space Music" (pp 143-
150), which contains exercises_ on presenting valid argument.

Work wall the students through chapter-10, "Flood" (pp. 15)-176),
which contains exercises on writing documentaries dealing with
the development of main ideas and supporting details, fact versus
opinidn, and cause and effect,

,Work with students through chapter 12. "Missing Persons Bureau"
(pp. 197-216), which contains exercises on organizing, presenting,
an solving-:.a problem including categorizing information,
making valid judgments, and drawing oenclusions.

Work with the students through those exercises in chapter 4. "on
With the Dance" (pp. 55-64), that deal with stating and supporting
an opinion.

Chapter 5, "From Adam's Rib to Women's Lib" (pp. 65418), deals
with general statements supported by valid arguments.

Work with students through those exercises in chapter 7, "The
Square Ring"Ipp. 111-126), that deal with distinguishing between
fact and opinion.

Action English-1

Action English 1

Action English 1

Action English 2

Action English 2

Action English 2



Action English 2 Work with the student's through chapter 12,- "Zap!" (pp. 204-207).
which contains exercises on drawing conclusions, making in-
ferences, and judging validity.

Deeds of Gods and Heroes , Have the-students read thachapter on Canadian Indians, with-Oar-
ticular reference to Wemftus' treatment of his sons-in-la-W. Then
have them write on the topic: "My opinion of practical jokers

Remind them to define "practical joke" and "practical joker" in the
first two sentences, to give at least two examples of practical`
jokes, and then -to state their opinion and why they hold it.

The students should be able to write paragraphs and corn
various purposes including giving directions.

Action English 1

it for

Have the students write a set of citrectior.5 for drawing a simple ob-
ject such as a fork, spoon, pair of scissors; or cup. As theead
their directions slowly, other students standing at the blackboard
attempt to follow those directions.

Chapter 11, -Here's How- (pp. 177-196). deals in detail with e;-
plaining and following directions.

The Language of Mad 1 "Nonsense Cookery" (pp. 108-110) contains entertaining direc-
tions for cooking amblongus pie, crumOobblious cutlets, and
gosky patties.-The students will enjoy wOiting their awn fantasy
directions.

Ventures "We Photograph an Anaconda" (pp. 65-69) is a good model for
students to use in writing directions for photographing a cat or a
dog. #

Focus , Have the students read "Leiningen versus the Ants" (pp. 142-168)
and use the descriptions of the setting as a set of directions for
drawing an aerial map of ,the plantation. Qompare the various ver-
sions and prepare a -composite "perfect" version:

Action English 2

Boss of the Namko Drhiti

After the students have worked through chapter 1. "Seventy-six
Trombones- (pp. 1-18). have them pretend that friends of theirs
have come to town to see the. July 1-parade.fThe students then are
to write directions for their friends to reach a good vantage point
to see the parade.

Have the student use this book and a topographical map as a
guide to writing directions to get them and their herd safely from
Namko County to Williams Lake. (If they don't use Dolores route.
they should state why they prefer the one they have imaginZd.)



This is a good opportunity to ---?inforce scanning skills in-Iceking
.for route details as well, as fo, lap-reading skills. =

Have the students read 'Flying Ambulance from Okinawa" (pp. 39-
44) and "What's a Woman Doing Here ?" (pp. 29-37': then after
discussing the stories, use an atlas to plot the route from Iwo Jima
to Guam, They could write out the general directions that a pilot
might use to fly between the islands.

Ask the students to read "The Figure Eight" (pp. 71-76) and then
write out precise directions for a friepd to follow on how:to write a
three-to-four digit number but they must not state the number.
They should limit themselves to a, precise description of the
strokes, arcs_and circles. Then have the students exchange direc-
tions and attempt to fcilow them to re-create the number.

Ai After the students have read "To Build a Fire' (pp. 90-110), have
them think through and write down the steps in lighting a fire.
They should imagine that the person lighting the fire will be
younger than they are and have only two matches.

After students have read -Kid at the Stick" (pp. 3-16), have them
work in pairs to create a script for using hand held radios toaid
someone lost in thick fog in "a local park.

Ventures 2

an, in the Fictional Mode 1

Focus

Ventures 1

The students could read, enjoy, and think about "How to Eat a Reflections on the Gift of
Poem" (p. 15), "TO Look at Anything" (p. 21), and "The Base Watermelon Pickle
Stealer- (p. 112). Tlian they could discuss all three poems in the
light of. the directions in "How to Eat aYoein-:

The students 'should be able to write paragraphs and com sitions for
various purposes including Writing a newspaper article..

Many ideas 'for student writing of newspaper articles may be found in.
GOAL 8: ENCOURAGE A CRITICAL EXAMINATION OF MASS-MEbiA.

Ask the students to write news stories on the graduation from the
charm 'school gibed ors p. 92 of cheit,er 5, "Ghosts Alive".

Action English-1

Have the students write a news story announcing Delore's arrival Boss of the Namkb Drive
in Williams Lake.

Have the students write a news report announcing the terms of the
treaty that sends True Son back to the Butleirs. Encoureoe them to
do this from two different slants. one praising the treaty as a
breakthrough in friendly relations, and another indicating the dire
consequence? that could' ensue.

The Light in the Forest

75



Deeds of Gods and Heroes Have the students read the chapters on the Trojan War (pp_ 117-
173). Divide the class into small groups; each of which is to design
a front page for an imaginary Greek or Trojan paper. Each student
in the group should also write a: least one news r rt or opinion
article. The students may also enjoy developing i. ietters-to-the-
editor section, in which Imaginary readers voice complaints about
the war.

Vent Have the students read "Kid at the Stick" (pp. 3 -16), and then write
the type of newspaper report that might be written by a reporter
who is hostile to Bert.

The students should be able to write effectively for the purpose of con-
ducting personal business.

Action English 1

Action English 1

Action

Action English I

Examine with the students, using models, thedi erences in- format
between a business and a personal letter.

e 'Collect advertisements offering ::or frie or inexpensive materials
which students might wish to receive_ Use these as a basis for
class letter-ivriting ass'ignments.

Have the class write to fellow students who transfer to other
schools during the year

Have the students write a letter to themselves to be read in the
year 2000. These letters should describe the personality and plans
for the future °tithe student writing. Explain that at the end of -the

--century they will be interested in reading the letter and recalling
the kind of person they were.

Clip newspaper stories about teenagerS and have the class write
letters -to- the -editor in response.

The follow -up activities, for chapter 5, "Ghosts Alive" (p. 92), all
provide ideas for writing letters of testimonial, letteres to friends,
and letters to the editor of a newspaper.

Chapter 9, "Space Music" (p. 147). contains assignments for-stu-
dents to write letters of request and letters arranging ap-
pointments.

Chapter 11, -Here's How" (pp. 186-187), presents a format for
writing a vitae for an unemployed super-spy.

Chapter 3, "TreasUre Hunt" (pp. 42-49), contains excerpts from
Anne Frank's diary, and an assignment to write an imaginary diary
for a treasure hunter.



Several letter-writing assignments are suggested on p. 64, chapter
4, "C With the Dance".

Chapter 10, "Peaches and People- (pp. 168-174), is designed to
build classification skills for various purposes. It deals with
reading job athertisements, completing an application form, ap-
plying for a job, writing letters, and writing diary entries.

Ask the students to imagine that the executors of the pills of
Ponyboy's parents decide, because of all the publicityThireceives,
that his brothers are not satisfactory guardians. They therefore
demand personal vitae of each of the three boys. With a view to
mating the truth in the best possible tigrit, the students, in groups
of three, can be asked to write the vitae: s

After the students hay.? read "Kid at the Stick" (pp. 3-16), ask them
to imagirfe that Swanson Makes good his-threat and that Bert loses
his fob. Have them write up Bert's vitae, sticking to facts of the
story as much as possible.

Have the students read "The Night a Sitter Stood Tall- (Op. 17-19
and, pretending to be Teresa, also write a letter of application to:

An institute for higher eduCation

Nurping School

A supermarket

Action English 2

Action English 2

The Outsiders

Ventures 1

Ventures 1-



GOAL 7-

HELP STUDENTS TO DEVELOP WIDE SPEAKING,
LISTENING, READING, AND _WRITING VOCABULARIES

,
Vocabulary development is important but should al°y =s hr handled in the
context of student listening, speaking, reading, and writing, Teaching words
in isolation would be unproductive.

The students
use

have an Interest in words and m and a desire to
learn and use new ones. N\

ACTIVITIES' FOR CLASS, SMALL GROUPS, AND
INDIVIDUALS

Hav he students do exercises in the idiomatic expr s given
on:

P. 77

P. 98

When giving writing assignments, develop vocabulary lists that
might be useful- for the assignment. The nature Of the lists will, of
course vary with the topic or topics.

4, Many words have interesting histories. Introduce some of these at
intervali to increase the students' interest in words.

iv Divide the class into small groups, each of which would be respon-
sible for teaching a vocabulary list of useful words to the rest of
the class. The students should draw their list of words from any_ of
the short stories or novels under study. Explairr several -different
ways in which they might teach vocabulary and allow them to
select any method they prefer (or create their own). A new group
teaches a new list each week The average test-score of the stu-
dents on the Meanings could be the mark assigned to the group
for its "teaching skill".

"Ainmosni" (pp. 112- is insomnia spelled backwards and is
also an entertaining story about aWord-game that creates io-
soninia for the autho After reading it students may enjoy creating
'their own simple pa ndromes.

With modification, many of the word games such as "Hints and
Clues" (p. 4), "Word Alchemy" (pp. 7-10), and "Are You a Good
Word Sleuth" (pp. 90-93) can be used to stimulate an interest in
words.

TEXTS

Be a Better Reader II

Be a.- Better Reader Ill

Wordplay

Wordplay
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The students should have acquired a broad voo3 uler that will he useful in
sondem c vocational, and social contexts.

The Language of Man 1

Have the students form as many words as possible om a word
such as transportation. _

casionally explore with students words in specific categories.
rnples might include types of doctors or scientists and their

functions, types of illnesses, or types, of words associated with the
space program.

,41 The concepts of synonym, antonym, and homonym can be r.='
forced through exercises given on pp. 43-47.

Choose vocabulary from material to be read and arrange by parts
of speech to einforce grammar. A sample vocabulary sheet to be
given to stu ents as they enter the class might be:

The Light in the Forest Vocabulary: Light In the Forest

M I s

mpassive
Exemplary
Incomprehensible
Fervent

Verbs
( ) languish

) constrain
( ) recoil

Nouns

bolster
rnasmas
volition

Hot; glowing; ardent
Indifferent; stoical-, apathetic
Serving as a pattem;,-, deserving
imitation
Unfathomable; not capable of
being_understood or deciphered

_Compel; force; confine
Draw back from
Pine; wither; fade

1. Noxious influence's; effluvia
from swamps

2. Act of willing or choosing
3. Lon-g, narrow pillow or cushion

The students try to match meanings. Teach those words that they
don't know always showing them in context and ask them to
compose sentences that demonstrate the words' meanings.-
Finally, ask them to Watch for these words' as they read the book.

Choose six words from a book or short story currently under study
and teach them to the students, Then ask the students to put them
into sentences that bring out their meaning. For paleontologist, for
example, the student might be encouraged to write: "Even though
he had been studying fossils for years, the paleontologist was puz-
zled by the strange extinct 'creature embedded in the grey rock.
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students should understand the effect of context on the meaning of

words.

Additional ideas for teaching the effect of context. on word meaning are found under GOAL 4:DEVELOP IN STUDENTS A RANGE OF READING AND STUDY SKILLS.

Read- chapter 2, "How Does A Word Mean?" (pp: 23 , and. The Dynamics of Language 1"
design appropriate lessons and assignments.

Have .the students look up multi-meaning words such as "run", The Gage Canadian"blind ", and "cross" and ask them how we know whiCh meaning to Dictionaryuse.

at African and Boer words appear throughout this novel. Have the Jamie
students prepare their own glossary by extracting the meanings
from context.

The students should analyze the elements of word structure (roo
prefixe , and suffixes) as -an ald,in understanding words.

Additional ideas for teaching the elements of word structure are found under GOAL 4: DEVELOP INSTUDENTS A RANCE C.), READING AND STUDY SKILLS.

Chapter 18, Jigsaw Puzzles with Latin and Greek Combining WordplayPieces" (pp. 102A10), contains exercises for. roots, prefixes, and
suffixes.

One of the key concepts of Deeds of Gods and Heroes is the idea
`of communion. On pages 230-231 of the Gage Canadian Dic-
tionary are-many words from the latin'word "communis "-, meaning
an act or instance of sharing. To direct stddents through the page*
of the dictionary; ask them to find:

Which word means "an official bulletin or statement'

Which word means "a fund of "Mor4 contributed voluntari
by people"?

Which word means "a hall- for recreation and public
meetings"?

Which word means "to be connected"?

Which word means "jointly owned by all-7

Which word means "an exchange of thought or feelings "?

Gdds and Heroes



The students should understand the difference between de and
connotation.

The &age Canadian
Dic ontiry
The Dynamics of Language 1

Write the following words on the blacki ard:

N ote
Denote
Connote
Notation
Notice

Ask the students to find :heir precise meanings in the dictionary:
Then have them study pp_ 19-41 of thp The Dynamics of Longings
1.

Cite a word such as "wise" -relax , or -slim" and ask the students
to list as many synonyms as possible. Then have them divide the
list into words of positive and negative connotation- Do the sti_ -
dents agree on the 'lists?

p
al. Select' three or, four pap.ir articles and have _the students

choose one and rewrite it in two forms: one using synonyms that
_have positive connotations, and the other using synonyms having
negative connotations.

The a udents should be aware the figurative extra
clarify- spoken and written language.-

n c-en enrich and

e Once the concept of imagery is understood. give definitionsof-
simile and metaphor, exp!aining that we use these comparisons to
clarify An idea or image- Then ask grc.:ios _of students to brain-
storm a list of similies and metaphors used in everyday slang.

Compose and distribute worksheets in which students complete
similes and metaphors such as "He or shy is as Canadian as ....-
or "A Canadian is ..

The Dynamics of Langua e 1 o Chapter 11. "The Colours of Your Mind" (pp. 247-274), deals with
imagery, simile, and metaphor. Many of-the exercises here could
be used when introducing the concepts.

Action- English 1 is Study with the students the "Poetry Box" (p. 94) that defines
figures Of- speech: rhyme, and rhythm



The students should make afflolent use of bask reference books such
dictionaries;

Ideas for teaching dictionary skills are found,under GOAL 4: DEVELOP IN STUDENTS A RANGE OF
READING AND STUDY-SKILLS.

Thit students should have acquired some knowledge of the many historical
and contemporary influences on the development of English words and ex-
pressions; examples might include: other languages and cultures, science
and technology.. end mythology and literature.

Chapter 5. "First a Grunt Then a.Word- (pp. 111-143). contains
interesting information on the development of language.

0-Chapter 3 (pp. 24-42) on the space suit has potential for exploring
the meanings of scientific words and descriptions. A series of
questions can lead students through the chapter. Examples:

What are the qualities of silicon and asbestos?

Was the outer. ki;de, pliaNe or stiff?

What ingenious arrangement was incorporated into the joints?

What were these bellows-operated volume. compensators
covered with? What word that we use is propebly the bass for
this word? ,
Why was the helmet so arranged that "it was impossible to
open the suit with pressure inside/ What is the distinction be-
tween explogion and implosion?

lythological allusions are dealt with on pp. 211213.

Have students each bring.in an old telephone book that includes
the Yellow Pages. Ask therrr to prepare a dictionary of companies
in the Yellow Pages that use a mythological source as a name or a
symbol.
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Techniques of Teaching Vocabulary,
Field, Dale E. Educational Publications. Palo Alto. California.

A hard-cciver text that is a positiVe gold mind of ideas. !! should be
purchased for the English department's reference collection.

Words From the Myths.
I. A.sirnov. Signet. -New American Library.

An inekpensive paperback that indicates the rnythologial sources
of many words in common use.

Words cot Science and the History Behind Them
I. Asimov. Signet. New American Library.

This inexpensive paperback is deSigned to ti ulate the students'
Interest in words and their meanings.

The Dynamics-
of Language-1

Have Space Stilt
Will Travel

of Gods
and Heroes



GOAL 8

ENCOURAGE A CRITICAL EXAMINATION OF
THE MASS MEDIA-

Because this type of study often entails an examination of the
ferential level of comprehension, it is difficult to select appropriate
material for grade 8' students, who are often struggling at a
concrete level of comprehension.

The ,students should understand -the timctions of various mass media;
examples might Include to entertain and inform, to persuade,. and to sell
cornmercs1 products.

The ekidents should be able to make discriminating choices n their con-
Bun,. an of media.

ACTIVITIES FOR CLASS, SMALL GROUPS, AND TEXTS
INDIVIDUALS

Conduct an -inventory- of class television watching habits.
Duplicate a one-week television schedule and ask the students to
indicate which showS they-would watch in a normal week. elate
tne results

How much time is spent on TV watching a week? How much time
is spent watching programs in each of the following categories?

Situation comedy
Made-for-TV movies
Documentaries
Variety shows
Theatre movies
News -
Soap operas
Sports

OtherS

Which types of prografns are the most popular with the students?
Is this the Same as the programs' current audience ratings? Why?

I -
If students are especially interested, ask there to repeat the survey
among adults. Are the results the same? Why, or why not?

so Using, the same one-week TV 'schedule-. have the students 'in
groups graph the total amount of time devoted by the networks to
the various categories of programming. Then ask them:

4

IS the class viewing-pattern related to the amount of t e t5e
networks are assigning to each category?

What Is the main function of TV to enteh inform, sell
products, or persuadd? How do y.,Lau knoW?

89
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The nguage of Man I

-Man- in the -Poetic filod
The Seco Cerrtw'
Nnthelogi of Veri
Book 1
Reflections on a Gift ci
V./Men-Won Pickle

What percentage of. time is spent on violent programs? How
should violence be defined?

op Ask the students
_topics:

Trlevision has been described as the "third
you think that statement means?

write a short essay on ore of the fe lo ng

parent ". hat do

The french word for advertising is re lame which comes from
the Latin re and demo: to shout main How apt is the French
wo rd?

Lying is an indispe sable part of making' life tolerable or
'Telling it like an't?'' Relate this saying to your experience
with TV programs and advert sing.

Vork'awitn students through "Coping with. Television" (pp. 117-
141),. which deals,wtth the influence of TV on our lives. Detailed
questions and suggested assignments are provided in the
teachers' man-ual..

Ask the udents to find and create poste.rs Illustrating one of each _

of the figures of sraeeh as they are used in ,contemporary ads.
Suitable ones are: simile, metaphor, hyperbole, alliteration,
onomatopoeia. and personikcation.



Seiegt appropriate ads from magazines and prepare trans-
Pareficies. Use them as the oasis for a discussion Of questions
such as:

What is the significance of ihe word -new- in advertising?

What are the names of some magic ingredients?

What ads use pseudo - scientific research?

What methods are the advertisers using to encourage- our-
chases?-

Ask students to examine sonic current ads for the use of suffixes
such as (ama, ema, cade, ized, thon, matte, ique, prefixes (super,
pak, ex, amic, cite}, and euphemisms such as home-maker. probleM
skin, halitosN).

S. Ask students to examine the truth of product claims_ Prepare a of product
-lests conducted regular on television lake vs Pepsi, 'butter rna-roartne,

hand lotions, paper products, etc. are often subjects of tes-ts)_ Ask the
students to bring one or two of the items (use your litt as a sign-up sheet).
Now, conduct the same tests conducted orirrrlieol on the television. -Ask the
students to write a short editorial on the results of their tests.

S

+I Bring enough copies of a newspaper for the entire class. Use two
newspaoeT articles to examine such characteristics of views
writ:rig as:

The inverted pyramid

The five W's who, what, when, why.,
paragraph

CaPabLty of the.: story being cut downtrotn the bot 'up
owing to space shortage

tilt; read

Paragraphs of one or two sentences

Select a series at news stories and cut off the headlines. Distribute
both, among small groups of students asking 'them to match
headlines to stories.

Select a series ,of news items that contain worthwhile general
knowledge and askithe students to list from five to ten facts from
thernend prepare one or two suitable questions that go beyond the
facts provided. Discuss both the facts collected and the -possible .

sources of answers to the questions posed.

Use the format of TV's Front Page Challenge. Front a week of
newspapers, students prepare background information on a
current political, athletic?. or other personality. Other students ask-
questions to identify the rnyStery guest.
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Heard the 0 I

Call My Name-

Select a series of action photographs from a newspaper and give a
set to each group of students. Ask them to draw, inferences -from,
the pictureS and write them dawn. Then give them fne ac-
companying news stories and see how accurate their inferences
were. Score one point for -each correct inference.

Tape a TV news brbadcast and prepare a script fr6m one item.
Then select a newspaper story in the same event. Play the
tape in class and provide the students with the TV script and the
newspaper story.' Ask them to draw, conclusions on differences
between the oral and written styles and to state their opinion on
why these differences occur.

Teach students the'elements,of six writing patterns (narration, in-
formation, instruction, perguasion, argumentation,_ analysis) and
ask them to- find appropriate examples tri the newspaper.

While the students are studying characterization in.the novel and
short story, ask `them to describe the 'personalities of several
comic-strip chacaqtert in the newspaper.

After students have read I Heard the Obit Call My Name, ask them
to create the front page of-the Kingcome Chronicle including news
stories created from events in the book,

Have the students4ead `:Leiningen Versus the Ants" -(Pp. 143-165)
and, working .in grdups, use information from the story and library_
sources on army,ant.s.to -create an ant neWipaper. Suggested con
tents might be:.

Ants' news stories: What noteworthy events have been hap-
pening in the ant world? How would an ant newspaper repor-
ter regard the siege of Leiningen's plantation? _

Letters to the editor from ant soldiers, from Leiningen ancf.his
workers, or from the ant wives left at home.

An entertainment column: What kind of entertainbent would
an ant be interested in?

Classified add What kindscirthirngs-,wou d-an ant want o t3t.iy
orfsell? What sort& of jobs'wold an-ant be able to de? What
kind of house would an ant need?

Dear Ant Landers: What kinds of personal .problems would an
ant have?

Sports: What-kinds of sports would an ant get involved in

Weather

News from home

Cartoons



The students couy1 give the per a name, lay out the paper in
columhs and assign- lobs so that everyore participates in writing,
editing, and layout:\

The studints ihoul4 be ible tai compare and contrast Iltorary works with
non-pitint versions.

List and discuss the changes made .when the following books or
stiort-stories were changed intemovies make a list. Why were
the changes made? Which is the "better'. version? Why? Why do
sales of a novel often Increase dramatically after the movie version
appears? Possible titles are:

I Heard the Owl Call My Name

Anne Frank: The Dlartr of a Young Girl

The tight In the forest

I Heard the Owl c-ail
Marlin Mot!on r-kttlire!%
47 Lakeit,ctre
Port Crec'ct.
L5G IC9

The Diary -JvA..47,0 Frank,
'Bellevue Film SeM6e1,-
1644 W. 75+:: St.
Vancouver; B.C.
(16. mm. 159 min. b/w fairly
poor condition)

The Light in the Forest
Bellevue Film'Seryices.
1644 W. 75th St
Vancouver, B.C.
(16 mm. 93 n. co our)



GOAL 9

ENCOURAGE STUDENTS TO $EAD. AND EN Y
LITERATURE PAST AND PRESENT

The students. should= have read veriOus ypes:of

The stddents should bi able to discuss, with so
they have read.

The iturienteihouki -enjoy sharing
and feelings' about their reading.

The students: shoul d understand through experience that concentrated
tendon to a literary work can provide insight gni, pleisure.

and short stories.

Insight, literary' works

their opinions, Impre sions

C

ACTIVITIES FOR CLASS, SMALL 'GROUPS, AND
INDIVIDUALS

Aftti- the students have read the novel, ask them to describe_.orally
the white man's,attitude toward the Indians, using examples from.
the story.

0AsIe. the students to write 'a description of the Indians attitude
-toward the white man, using True Son and the incident surroun-
ding the Paxton people as example&

Discuss with the students; and ask them to write two paragraphs
on the arguments for and against the foreceable return of True
Son to his white parents.

If the students appear interested, conduct a mock-hearing at
which the principals and witnesses argue their case before a
-judge.

The Light In the Forest

The Light in the Forest

The Light n the Forest

!,. The Light In thef Forest

Discuss with the students True Son's reasons far "betraying- the Th
Lanni Lenape when they were going to attack the white people on
the river. Add, to this a discussion of Cuyloga's reasons for saving
hilt. "son's" life during the council. discuSsion.

Have the students explain why True Son was banished from the
tribe. They could NAlowAtiis with a short story that explores one of
the alternatives True Son has for his life.-

Light in Farr

The Light in the Forest
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The Light n Forest - Have the students write a paragraph on the .relationship to. the
novel cf the saying "Blood is thicker than water".

Copper Sunrise

I Heard the Owl
Call My Name

The Rod Pony

T

The S

The Snow Ocoee

Light a Single

The students could' read one or both novels. When they .have
finished, remind them that they have now -read two or three novels
on-the relationship between Indians and white people, and that
through the eyes of the central characters can be seen injustices,
prejudices, and narrow-mindddness. Students can choose either
tople 1 or 2 ,arrd answer it in a short essay of three. to four
paragraphs:

1. In these novels, what was the attitude of most Indiani toward
white people? What made them feeJ that way? Give specific
examples from each novel when answering these questions.

In these novels, what was the attitude of most white people
towards Indian people? How did they treat them? What ex-
periences made them act this way? Give specific examples
from each novel.

After they have read the novel, point out that if Billy Buck was "a
fine hand with nurses" (p. 15), and if he was "as good as any horse
doctor -in- the .rit;rtirv" (p. ?.4), how do they abcount for Gabilan's
illness and dem?, :,C, the etudents. have difficulty, break the
queetion gift;. simpier plots, such as:- What "mistakes" did.
Billy make that affected Gagilan? List them in the order of their oc-
cunence, quoting wolds, and commenting on their effect on
Gabilan and Jody.

Ask the students to scan the novel for each rnenlibri- af-rain-and_ex-
plain the significance of each. to the story. (The pages are 27, 29,
30, 31, 37, and 42, with multiple references on some pages.)

After the students have read the novel, have them write character
sketches of Phillip Hilayader and Fritha. Remind them to: include
the various points common to character sketches, including how,
the characters reveal _themselves. and how oth-ers reveal traits
about them.
Discuss with the students the similarities between Fritha and the
Snow- Goose:and between Rha er and the Snow Goose:

fi

Have the students create e title for :loch of the ten chapters. Each
..title should foreshadow tete events of the chapter without giving

them away.

Light a Single Caidie Ask the students to do a 20-minute blind-walk at home. They
should go about their reqular routine for 20 minutes, talking to
people, ;walking around,_ touching things. Ask __them to note
changes in the way they moved, how much they felt like removing
the blindfold for just a peek, what they thought, and what they
bumped into. Ask them to discuss as many of these sensations as
possible, and then to write a well - organized paragraph relating
their experiences whirblindness" to Cathy's.



Ask the students to explain the Saying: "Better to light a single 6ight.e ingle Candle
candle than to sit and curse the darkness." How does this saying
relate to Cathy's life? As discussion proceeds, note salient points

blackboard. Then have the students write their answer to
the question in a complete paragraph.
Have the students read -August Heat" (pp. 22-27), a famous exam-
ple of the'unfired story. Ask the students to complete the story,
but in such a way that the solution is both credible and in accord
with the :framework and details already provided by the author.
When this Is done, ask some students to read their versions aloud.
Conclude by discussing how each version would meet the author's
conception of the -ending.

Choose a current, local, public issue and ask the students to
imagine how one of the main characters in "To Build a Fire-, "The
Decision", or any other short story would react if faced -with that
issue. After discussion, have the students v)rite a paragraph using
-evidence from the story to support their 'does of how the character
Would react. ---

The students should have read various types of poetry; examples might In-
clude narrative, ballad, haiku, and concrete:

The students should be able to discuss, with some insight, IIterary vs~ rkx
IhOy have iead.

The studentt4 shoald envoy sharing with others their opinions, impressions,
and feelings aktout their road

The students ihould toxlentand Ehruwgi* t perten a that concentrated at-
tention to a literary park can provide insight and pleasure.

Ask the students to design a pi:to-poem by mounting a poem ire
the centre of a arge Sheet of paper surrounding. it with pic-
tures, anecdotes,, Textural artifacts,. and +Wes or songs. books, or
movies, each of which is joined by a ling rfr word or phrase triai
inspires t 4he-foll_o_w_UNeliagrarn as an ctiethazd trarr6,rory
might be used to show theme -bf-t at is wanteu:

A Picto -Poem .

Picture

Pict.,

Movie
Title.

Pictur

.;

Book
Title

Picture

Poem
Title

A Personal.
Experience

John Doe

Focus

Focus
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Action English 1

Man In the Poetic M
Reflections, On a dift
Watermelon Pickle
The Second Century
Anthologies of Verse,
Book 1

Man in the Poetic. Mode
The Second Century
Anthologies of Verse,
Book 1

Reflections on a OM of
Watermelon Plcle

Read with the students "The Ballad bf the Oysterman"
and examine the form, the language, and the style of
Then auk the students to either:

1. Write a ballad, using one of the fh
line; or

2. Write a ballad based on the plo
stories they have read; or

4

is on, p: 97 as their firSt

one of h novels or short

Find a ballad they enjoy and write a, paragraph telling what \
they like about it and why,

The same procedure could be used with other lc .s of poetry.

Haye.the students identify topics in poetry that.they enjoy most
for example, love, humour, friendship, nature, action, war, Have
them read various enthologies to find at least two poems that
satisfy their interests and would be suitablejoe a poetry reading. In
preparing for this reading, they should:

Make copies of the poems

Practice reading the poems

Be able to tell specifically why they4ike the poems

Try to arrange a suitable reading atmosphere such as seating the
studenti in a circle. They could also arrange to have suitable
background music.

The students should have read various types of non- lc ion, including
assay, --diary, and ankle.

The students should be able to discuss, with some insight, litararyr works
they have reed. 1

1r opinions, Impresskini,The etudents should enjoy sharing with of
and feelings about their reading.

The students shoe 1d understiWthrouglvseperlance that concentrated at-tention to a liteeary work can provide Insight and pleasurC

Anne Frank:
The Diary of

to Before reading Anne. Frank, ask the students tc imagine that their
Young Girl family and anotherfarnily are fugitives hiding in a twee'oom attic

with minimum kitchen an bathroom- facilities. They an also to
imagine being confined there for at leasttwo years: Have them list
the problems they foresee under the circumstances. Collate stu-
dent-generated ideas. Read Anne Frank, then discuss what
problems generated by ,students are corroborated in the book:
Then discuss what problems did not occur in Anne Frank's diary,
and why. Have them write a paragraph describing whither they
worild have the-same attitude as Anne's toward each confinement.
They should support their ideas with reasons.



-Ask the students to read "What's a Woman Doing Here ?" (pp. 29-
37) and "Flying_ Ambulance from OkInawa'_' (pp. 39-44). Discuss
and compare the artiores. Then- have the students look through .

newspapers or magazines, and find an example 01 similar repor-
ting showing that "truth is sometimes stranger than fictioh".

Chott e some strong readers and assign parts for "Sorry, Wrong
Number' (pp. 128-145). Ask the students to practise overnight. Af-
ter the class, has heard the play performed, they could answer the
questions on pp. 145-146 and discuss them later as a class- Elicit
student experiences with weird, crank, or puzzling calls: How did
they react? What happened as a result?

de Assign parts and read the pray "Flight into Danger: (pp. 198-241),
if students did not read it in their elementary Classes. If possible,
studepts could coMpare a few pages of the novel version, Runway
Zero-Eight, to the appropriate section of the TV script. Ask Meet to
make list of the differences they find. Discuss the reasons for
these differences.

If the students are enthusiastic, they may enjoy rehearsing the play
at lunch-hour, eventually using the video;tape equipment (if,
available) to make their own TV version.

Ventures I

Ventures,i
Runway Zero-Eight
Halley, Arthur. et al.,
Bantam

The students should have read virlous y of drama.

The students, should be able to discuss with some Insight, literary works
they have read.

The students should have had an opportunity to read plays aloud.

The students should enjoy sharing with others their opinions, Impressions,
and feelings about their reading.

The students should understand through experience that concentra
tenth:in to a literary work can provide Insight/and pleasure.

Although" they are not strictly related to the reading of drama, ideas for dramatic ,

literature are listed below.
tivities rising out o



Ask the students to imagine an intefyiew situation in which in-
lerviewers question Mr. and Mrs. Tiffin from The Red Pony, Mr. and
Mrs: Carlson from Jamie, and Mr. and Mrs. Russell, from Have

__Space Suit Will Travel on their attitudes toward and methods of
child-rearing.'

Action, English 1

The Outsiders*

New have students construct_ in writing the imaginary interview
with- responses that are-characteristic of the -parents. If the stu-
dents appear unfamiliar With the jdea of an interview format, video-
tape .a short interview from a televraion .program as a sample,

Finally, though not allowing the students to use their written in-
terviews except as background information, have the students
conduct\ipaprovised interviews, 'occasionally switching student&

Have the students read -the Yawn Mouse and the Cc untg Mouse"
(1)13- 83-951-for hints on. changing prose into drama. Summarize the
hints, adding any others that come up in discussion

Choose an action novel such as Copper sulkies and, attetr the
class has been divided into groups, ask each group to select an in-
cident with a distinct beginning, middle, and ending, as well as a
tingle location. Each group writes and reheartes a script for the
scene chosen.

When the scenes are presented, act as moderator by telling the
`story and stopping for each scene as it, occurs in the. plot.

As the close, the students can be asked to write a short essay_ on,
the differences between a play and a novel.

The students should have had an opportunity to memorize favourite lines or
pensions from literature.,

Students often enjoy memorizing poetry. Occasionally assign the memorization of a classic, but more
often allow.students to memorize a poem they select. Ask only that they write memorized poetry.With
correct words and lines. Ignore punctuation, The value of memorized pOetry most often liescin its oral
use.

tudents should desire Ito attend pedal
and prose, etc.

of Playt, readings of

Encourage the student to attend plays by reviewing plays that you
have seen,. by 'reading.. reviews. from the paper, by bringing
travelling performances OF poets into the school when possible,
and by arranging fieldtrips to see plays when -poesible.



OAL 10

EXTEND STUDENT'S- KNOWLEDGE _OF SELF AND
`SOCIETY THROUGH LITERATURE

The acquisition of a personal tense of Identity is a major concern
of adbleOents. Caidfiilly planned activities examining literary-
Materials can help students to deal with thist concern.

The students should be able to Identify lues arid attitudes expressed in
wprks of literature, and compare these with their own.

ACTIVITIES FOR -CLASS, SMALL GROUPS, AND
INDIVIDUALS--

e Chapter 4, "On With the Dance" (pp. 55-64), deald with point of
view. The principles used an activites suggested could be ap-
Plred to any of the novels or short stories.

e Students could read and enjoy TM Outsideri. Ask them what the
difference istletween the Greasers and the Zp.ests. Point out that,
on -p. .35, Cherry. says: "You greasero-have a different set of _

values.": What was this difference In values.? Do the students agree
With them? What velues-would they.establiti if-they were- forming
a -group?

ft
4 it

After ttie discUssion above, have he students write a point-form, , . .

outline of a logical future for Derry (or one of the other characters)
based on his or her- values.

* Have the students discuss the ch raeters' reasons for belonging to
a gang Examine with them the. _ family situations. (Note that the
Curtis brothers Were orphaned; - Dallas -Winston was neglected,
Johnny Cade. and-Steve Randle were 'abused, Twd-Bit Matthews
Wee:fatherless, and Bob. SheldoAn and Randy Anderson were af-
'flUent.) Ask them to disc..4.,rf in, what Wayi theciang aucceeds as a
substitute for the family and in whet ways it fails.

TEXTS

Action English 2

The Outsiders

The Outsiders

The Outsiders

In chapter 11, 'pp( 225-240, the race of human beings on Earth is
.judged by the. Tiros Gakactes. What- riegative values does the
Moderator identify in human beings? What positive values does
Kip 6se in defence? What is the decision of the Three Galaxies?
Why did they make it? What does'this imply aboiit their values?

have Space Suit
Will Travel-



Hive Specs Suit _
Will Tray&

Boss of the Namko Drive

Focus-

Focus

Venturos

sr
Prepare a mixed list of the valuts of the Mother Thing and the
values of the Wormfaces, wording them all positivity. Give the list
to the students individually, asking them toplace them in order of
priority °r, them. Then ask them to worn in groups to try to reach's
consensys.

When they have finished, tell the students which values belonged
o the.Mother,Thing and which to.he Wormfaces. During the sub-

set:went discussion, the students couid deal with what actions in
the book led to the list of the Mother ThingAliorrnface values and,
more important, how our attitudes toward-the characters can be in-
fluenced by how they are portrayed and' by word connotations
(Mother Thing vs Wormfaces as much as by their values.

Before the students read Boer of the Naniko Drive, have them
number the following items in order of importance to themselves:

Parents TV

A private room A job
Friends Fresh air
An allowance An education
A bicycle A good -book
A horse Good health
Personal freedom

After the students have read the novel, ask them to number the
items from D elore's point of view. Discuss the similarities and dif-
fecenoes in the lists.

Read "Sentry" (p. 177) aloud, Making sure the students' books are
Closed. Stop. reading after the phrase "Such repulsive creatures
they were," leaving cif the-words"--with only two arms and two legs,
ghastly white skins and no, scales." Ask the students to imagine
what the creature kicks like and describe it on paper. Ask them to
write a detailed descriptive paragrap': the more artistic students
may add-a drawihg. Then re-read thd last sentence, this time in7..
cludino the description of the repUlsive creature.

,

Discuss how attitudes prejudkop the
. creature has to be a monster and

enc.( Into believing that the
member of the human race.

After the students have read "The Decision" (pp- 67-78), "to Build
a Fire" :(pp, 80-107), and "Leiningen versus the Ante" (Pp. 143 -165),
discuss the similarities and differences in the personalities and
values of the three men.

Then have them write a short essay on the character they would
prefer to have as prime minister of Canada based 99 his per-
sonaiity and values as indicated in the story.

e After the students have read "The Night a Sitter Stood Tall," (plc.
17-20) ask them to discuss how Theresa's attitude toward the older
brother, changes. What understanding of human nature does shs
show? .



Have the students road "TheFallea p , 149-154. They.
Sara Angell fee." '7could identify the type of entertainment that

valued most. Do they agree or disagree ? Answeririg this question
'Could entail a discuselon using examples from popular- en-
Ierfairinlent, such as television ehows_, movies, and sports.

a' Have the students read "The Retrieved Fieformation" (pp. 170-178).
and discuss Jimmy's change in values. What caused the change?
Do they feel he is-sincere?

aye the students road -Three Abreast Through a Keyhole (pp.
142-144) and discuss which of these, two adages best applies to

It's not whether you Win or iose, ut how you play the ga

2. 1Nobody remembers a loser.

Whicfl, one 'do the students feel most closely repre
values?

The students should have increased, through their reeding of Illnature,
their awareness of the diventlity and complexity of human experience.
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Venfuret

Ventures 2

Ask students to reed "The Story of My Life by Helen Keller (p. 97) Action ENS* 2
with relation 'to Light a Single Candle. How are-hoth characters Light a Single Candle
trapped? What is the, main, spurce of, conflict in Cethys life after
she becomesblind? Why wt's it necessary for her to becOme in-
dependent? In what ways did both she and Helen Keller overcome
their situation? What does it mean when.Cathy decides' -c0,-1 the
second-to-the-last page, to light a single candle At tier" p9int.
Cathy decides th write to Daisy. Ask the students to write that let-
ter. Finally, diecuss what would happen to the story, if itibended

ever after "?

Discuss the roblems P
physical handicap. Are there aoy Similarities to Cathy in Light.,
SKOP Candle?

fillip Rhyader faces as a person with a

ostDiscuss the fol owing statement: "Phillip Fihyader has copped out The Snow Goose
of life and sodielY:



Have {.1e!aluderits read '.1-he Dog of Pompeii" (pp. 1-10) after the
have read Light a-.SIngle -dandle. After class discuision, haVe ;_
th6Fri:tkite-a short.essay comparing, theexperiences of a blind boy
in' A,C 79! to that of a contem- perary blind dirt.

An * tier short story that deals ex
the blind is ''A Secret Tyi

r

Have`lhe students read The Red-Pony and write-a paragraph on
how Jody's.knoidedgii of life expands.ihrougn,hie loss of Galiban.
Then discuss with the students whether th'isy feel that the birth of

-Nellie's colt_ vyas worth her death?

Man in the Poetic M

Wan in the poetic Mode, 1

What de the students think they.fear the most: death itself, what,
might come .after' death, or the way in which they might die?

Have studen wse th-f..ugh the poerris pstedbelo
any thrai they

Man in the Poetic Mode, 1

Man in the Poetic Mode,

Man in the-Poetic Motto,

Man In the Poetic r.1N,

Man in t

Man in the Poetic re

n in the Poetic Mode,

sin in the Poetic Mode, 1

n in poet Mode, 1

The Second Coniury
Anthologies of Verbs,.
Book 4_

Tito : and Century
Anthologies of

T Second Century
Anthologies of Ver
Book 7'1

The Second Cintury
Anthologies of Verse,
Book

ke and Understand:

"The -Y6ung Oh Flip Side" (p. '1)

"When r Was Young 2)

Will I 9emembarr O. 6)

"The Dreamer" (p. 7)

"Duak-Chasing" (p. 9)

''Fear (p. 53)

"F (p. 54)

nd select

Mud 'Time: Souther6 Indiana "" (p. 68)

ee!" (p. 69)

"Because the Groond

"Original_ Sin" (p. :106)

6

fvature Looked SO Sad" (P. 86)

"Once. Upon a Gr'eat Holiday- (p, 5)

I

Rides Up and Down, and Around,.

" "Parable of he Prodigal Snn" 222

Small Hungy Child "" p. 224)



Have the studqnts answer the following live question
notebookrt for each of the .three poems selected:

What do you think belng'innocent

NI what Way do you think the person n he po9rn is inriccent?

many of the poems, the person learns something. bid the
person learn-something in this one?

In many of the poems, the person is less innocent a
the -pawn. Is this one of.tfiern? -If yes, what made tI e.person, a
less innocent?

Some of the poems are a little sad:
what causes this sadness?

the end of

What did you like best abon
choose it?".

his dile of ihern? .1 is;

`
this poem that

;
caused_you. to

When the students have completedtheir notes,,fhey are ready for a
semrnar. Explain that a seminar is a discussion- of a single topic to
which each participant_ brings' a-report.

Form the 'class into groups. Each student brings his or her report
and the two poetry texts used- Each participant reads a poem. to
the grpup and reports on what tho..poem about innocence and
growing up. After each reading, the g p asks questions and
discusses the report. If someone else chose lice same poem, that
participant also reports. Either way, the grouP rnembert-discdst
the poem until they agree on the 'analysie using consensus-
reaching techniques described in GOAL 2:'HELF' STUDENTS-TO
SPEAK EFFECTIVELY. Bach group then reports td the class.

The students should have increased, through their reading of litersture,
their awareness of concerns shaied by poopleicf different periods and
societies.

The:above n be done. a fairly shallow level ,in grad& leaving
a deeper look at comparative, mythology to grade 10,

et Read 'Prometheus'. (pp. 5457). Explain that myths were often an D
attempt to explain "the .unknown. Ask , -the studerts what
"Prometheus- might be an attempt. to explain.What IS the current.
Wesa explanation?

Select and study -with the students myths from both these _books
deal -with hew societies attempt to explain natural

ph nornena. Some examples are:
.

pay and night in "Ouat: The God Who Brought Night" (pP-6-5) The Magnificent -Myths of

' Controlled fire in "Soldiers of the Sun" 11301 50-52) The Magnificent Myths of Man

Gods and Hero



f Man_ l - The*Ilpse in The Sun Goddess andta Oitip God" (PP. 6
65) and rThe Day the World. Want Oahe (PP. 5842)

f an Dc*atrt in- "Why Men Must -Die- (pp. 23-83)

"D_ ernater and PerSephone tpp..
1r /

Controlled -F ornetheus (pp.- 54-57),

Using -the yths studied as models.
myths explaining *the origin of a
phenomena. Some topic might -be:

,How was ice first made?

How did the tomato originate?

ow did theliref,Iy get its glow?

How _tid firs( names originate?

students to write their` own'
mmon (or unusual) natural

- Why, does a horn sea shell retain- the sound of the :ocsan?

Why do human beihos neve skin- Instead-8f feathers?

Why do humming is' hum?

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

English a, Theme Units.
Mercer, John. BCTF Lesson. Aids fvo. 1008.

John Mercer shows how several novels, short storie poems,
myths, and language exercises using the North Amere an Indian
as a unifying theme can bei used to dismiss values and-attitudes
of other societies and other periods.



GOAL

CREASE STUDiNTSI KNOWLEDGE OF
MIRA-WE, PAST AND PRESENT

The studertte should have read some conterriporra
fiction and Poetry that are generally recognized

sed historical works of
having literary merit.

ACTIVITIES FOP( CIASS, ;;MALL GROUPS, AND
INDIVIDUALS

lie novels and sricr, stories written by established

The Pled Pont,

"To Build a Fire (pp. 9© -110)

"'Hie circus'" 119-129)

"The New Food- (pp. 17 -175)

"A vVi ;Iced _Sby- (pp. 5-5)

I Spy" (pp. 45-48)

The Summer of the Beautiful White Horse" (pp. 49-56)

'The:Night the Ghost Got In" (pp. 55 -70)

The Sniper'. (pp. 24-25)

The Glorious Whitewasher' 191 -197)

The three poetry contain contemporary poetry of recog-
niied literary merit, and The Second Century Anthologies
of Verge, Bo ,k 1, has a' chronoiogical -index (pp. 243-244)
insticating poets and poerns included from ancient times
thigh to'the twentieth century.
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The Red Pony

F-acus

Focus

Focus

Mari in the Fictional. Mode 1.

Man in the Fictional Mode 1

Man in the Fictional Mode 1

Klan in the Fictional_ Mode 1

Man in the Poetic Mode

Reflectioqs on a Gift
of Ve-__ irinjialon Pickle

The -Second Century
Anthologies of
Verso, Book 1

a Students 2 a tcl. un a; {d ba 4 bla t arse Mar ry tem s r l t No to
discussion of vicirlo of literature which they have read.

rary terms to be taught should rise naturally out c discussions related to the other learning out-
bottles rather than being taught in isolation. Some of these terns would be th,s,e related tiler names

r forms of exposition and fiction. forms-of poetry, figures of speech. parts of e, short story. stage direr-
buns, and the mass nedia.

Because of the lineations of space only two ideas been Included, here. These re
teaching of a single term foreshadowing. tt



Moonfloet

Focus

As the students read Moon el, in cl e questions- in the
reading-guide asking therm to find. moles of foreshadowing,

ome of the marry examples may be found on pp. 8.12, 2C, 21, and
37. Using guide questi cili. il?ve students find examples of
foreshadowing as thy read the novel,

it Pierre's bii,Wess in "A secret For I 15-19) is fore-
shadowed-several students r ina specih examples.

The situctepts s Ehoulti have acquked soma know:44e of
Roman rhytths- and legends.

Is Greek, end

At this grade .evel, it is sufficient for the students to acquire knowledge of trio rid es of th gods and
some of the basic myths. 4n examination of the historical development an back round o the Ureek
and Roman religion J. be left for rater years,

The Ma n &Oat
Of. Man

Explain to the students that most of 1,-ieSea myths and legends
want passed on in story, song, anil drarnatitation. Ask each mut--
of 4 students to select one of the stories in The hiltagnifloer.
Myrna of Mn e and tell it as it ,rnay'.h4e been told7

The Magnificent EXplain myth as opposed to legend or ffabto. Have they students
read :'Why Road Myths?" (the introduction the book).. end
up with the reading' of`!'Py three to five E_ turf es.they.wi WI for their
own pleasure.

Of Man

Lie

Reffectlons4on a Ori
of Watermelon PI

esigrif readin ide question
introduction book.

As the stuoents begin the .nology
tionary of Greek mythologi

'hat :AN n, the

hey start a clic-
.

roes Read with the students the account of the Olympians on pp. 58-60.
Without pointing out the geneological table, teach them how-to
build a family tree and have them-prepare o ne for the gods." Ask
Several students to' put their version ore tree blackboard Compare
and alter as needed. Finally, look-at. the version in the book.

so As a parallel assignment, have the students truce their cp. n
tree clack as far as they can.

Read the-poem L (p. 55) and discuss it with
Lion tai thelorepa nips' a geneology. Sirnce the major:fy of non-
native Canadian are iitle more than four oenerations removed
from imffgrati n, . cuss, the difficulties of maintaining
knowledge of one's ancestors with relation to this o ern, .



e Explain thaTreek and Roman myths provide us ,,w;t1 names that
remind us of human qualities._ Have the students match the
following name from the first column with the general qualities
we associate them with in the second column:

1. Hercules

2. Midas

3. Mercury )

a 4. -Mars

5. Cupid

6. Venus

7. Pandora

8. tilyssu

9. Apollo (

10. Narcissus (

A. Swiftness, speed

B. Masculine beauty

C. G-eat strength

D, Vain self-love

E. Great-farninine beauty

F. Falling in love

G. Great wealth

I. A wanderer; clever crafty

J. Nosiness; curiosity

After having examined the Creek or Roman rry;thological symbols
and\narnes that permeate ac_ ionising (Pegasus, the yvinged haft e
as a symbol for _Mobil .gas;: Mercury's winged =. tidal as the

-ti-cle.riiark for Goodyear tires. etc.), the students could form groups
01' tilr09 and develop five Ids using mythology as a base.

Have the studen ts design a crossword puzzle or acrostic for the
my ris, inolu,:1ina clues. oplicate about five of them and form
rt ips mat wii:_comPete against_ other groups to complete the

ruzzles first.

Have the students read the story of Prometheus (PP- 54-57)
and discuss why Prometheus rebelled. Was he being reasonable in
doing so? Draw cut any paralleis lc people rebelling against a dic-

.tatorial government that the students may see,

ve the stu dents read -Sods 'of Greece:' (pp. 47 -57')
:--,signrner,ts tiley 'might:

Deeds of Gods and

As writing Deeds of Gods and Heroes

,

Preten6 to be Greek soldier at war writing a letler: home to a
loved one explaining how Athena intervened on his behalf in a
battle

Preten to bz Prometheus writing a letter to leading for
lire for mankind

Pretend to be _Aphrodite wt;trig to Zeus explaining how she
feels abou `benoming Hephaestus wife_

Have the students read ,-Thor and the Giants" (pp. 184-189) and =Deeds of Gods and K
teri write a brief composition describing the four humiliations of
Thor. Ask now Thor resembles Zeus.
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Deeds of Gods and Heroes Have the students read "Heroes e, G aece" (pp. 75-86), which

recounts the story of Theseus. To demonstrate how a iegerd is
rooted in place, prepare a map of Greece and the Greek islands
and ask the students to draw the route of Theseus --.3n it.

I
Deeds of Gods and Heroes Plotting the route on a aiso work.:. well ith -"Jason anca the

CI Olden -7-leece" (pp. 107-116).

Cio+sds of Gods and Heroes the students ha..e read the Story of Theseus (pp 75-56), have
they -o write a brief naregrarh relating this leger-J to the saying. "He
who hyes by tri, sword shall die by the. sword.-

Deeds of Gods and Heroes a Have the students read about the labours of Hercules tE
5-106). Ask them to briefly summarize the labours and then

sNer the followinc,

'oy did He -a persecute Hercules?

Give four examples of Fiera's interference.

Describe the adventures of Hercules that revealed his
strength. his intelligence, his marksmanship, a.nd other

alines. .

Which of the labours would be the, worst? Why?

Deeds of Gods and Heroes '!%fter the students ha reaf the stories of feral heroes,
,-,sk them to write a paragranh on the one they like best and why.

Deeds f Gods and Horaeg, Mythology basebaq ([1. 213) is 'a valable game for re.n-
forcing knowledge cf mythology.

Mythology is a good source for develcoing s-,ory-telling and
listening skills. Students can tell the story of a myth `to classmates
in an interesting way, then the other -;-,ts can par3pnraF.i_ in
their notes from memory.

The atudents snot _to have acquireu some knowledge of
to works of Er Iteratura.

There Are seveial pc = eIa,e tc biblical stories'



"On Christmas Morn- (p. 21)

Parable of the Good Samaritan"

"Noan- (p

-The Ca, id Jazz p..

a Joyful Noise p -3)

"Parabit' the Prodigai S n
(00. 222-224)

The Second Century
Anthologies of
Verse, Book 1

The Second Century
Anthologies el
Versa, Soak

The Second Century
Anthologies of
Verde, Book 1

The Second Century
Anthologies of
Verse, poc;:

The Second Century
Anthologies of
Verse. Boolc,

The Second Century
Antholog s of
Verse, Booit I

The students should have read some ork literature tr,1
other languages.

These two poetry texts contain several pcsms (a few of which are
listed below) translated from other languages:

My New Clothing (p. 7) (Japanese)

"Family History- 13) (French)

vise Boo (pp. 14 -15) (French)

t Falling Petals" 0. 99)
nese)

-Song o

Fear (p. 53) r
Soul; -; the Ramparts'

(6ninetR)

88) (PY9r1V)

`Swirl For the Sun That Dis....ippeareci
the flainclouds" (p. 92),(Hotten o

v
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The- fond Cry
Antho. I
Verse, tkv,r

The Secon0.
Anthologies of
Verse, Bock 1

The Second Century
Ant-h.:1109W Of
Verse, boot 1

The Second con Airy
AntholCgies of
Verse, ,i.foOk 1

The SCH: 0 nd Centuq
Anthologies of
Versa, Book 1

Man in the Po- lc Mode

Man in the Poetic Mode 1

Ma! t in the Poetic Mode

Man irt. the Poetic Mode 1
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Man In the Poetk Mode i Trn g' (p. 95) (Spanish)

Man In the Poetic Mode 1 "! n, g .(p. 96) (Swedish)

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES.

Great moods and Faroe -; Mytt logy of Greece and Rory Singer
Training Products_

A set of records.

Greek Myillology. Coronet Instructional ..tedia.

Sound filmstrip with recc-ds including why we study the*myths,..
Olympic gods 1 and 2. lesser gods and spirits, and legendary
neroes.

Greek Mythology. oronet Instructional Media.

Sound filmstrip.

World Myths and Folk Tales. Globe Filmstrips.

A set of filmstrips and records.



GOAL 42

INCREASE STUDENTS' ABILITY TO READ
LITERARY WORKS IN DEPTH

-This a complex and difficult goal for which grade S English car
only be an introduction.

The students should have teed some literary_ works
see the indivisibility of form end content.

ACTIVITIES FOR CLASS, SMALL GROUPS, AND
INDIVIDUALS

After they have read a novel. have the stadents write a three-
paragraoh plot summary. Form small groups ta.,exchanee sum-_
merles, and ask each group to rET 'ft on the differences between
the plot summary and the actual Whey should :mention dif-
ferences in length, detail, emotion, action, characterization.
suspense, climax, and more.

_Select a short poem such as "Primer Lesson" (p. 129) by Carl
Sandburg which begins: "Look out how you use proud Words." Af-
ter discussing what the author is sayNg, whether the students feel
he is saying 'something that is trun tor there, he inagary for the
proud words. and the meaning of the title, ask the students to
write the poem in a prose form. Disuer., any differences in content,
emotion, clarity, imagery, length, el Q.

lent depth to

The Second Century
Anthologf---i of
Verge, 1361-',z

T students should un_ derst.s 9 that a cork of literature they have seve,-;_
meanInz

,)

mbols in writing help the reader to better grasp the writer's
thoughts and feelings. Feelings ofien lose -their impact when

expressed in actual words. A symbol stands for a f&eling in the same wav that
a flag stands-for a country and attendant patriotic feelings, and that the dove
stands for peace.

Now. ask the studants what they think the snow goose may sym-
bolize, gathering proofs from the novel ttwough- discussion and
writlig them on the blackboard.

Snow G

Ask the students what elements of Coppiir Ise have symbolic- C upper Sunrise
meanings for the Indians_ (For example, the raven stands for bad
luck or death, and the-copper SUrIrl5C means the soul has reached
the land of the west-)

A similar exercise is possible when studying I Heard the Owl I Heard Owl Call
Cali My Nare. (Fe' lxample, if you- the owl call yoLr My Nttrt
name it means yre,"rri going to die.)

Symbolism gS concert is explored' in the exercises in 7.:-re The I Not Iho. Tree

121
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The studente should be able to tf 0.77t11?-'100,5- bwr
w"rk of literature and another art 21r-r.

Reflections en a Gift
of Watermelon Pickiis

The Leaf Not the Tree 1

R '!ections on a Gift
of Watermelon Plckie

Ref ',Miens on a Glift
of Watermelon Pickle

Refbcgonsion a Gift
of Watermelon Pickle

The Second Century
Anth,loglis of
Verve, Book I

The Second Century
Anthologies c!
Verse, Book

Pla:y pans rtf a by Lrlt;-'; Af2(3-f!CTIQ, Count Bessie,
or Al Hirt, ih e sLAer t.1.. w:)(ki!o pi-ire to practise
reading aloud the pts t by C.,,4"; idelf 4i4-07,, p. 7 Now read
the poem aloud to tic; t,,ass ?..'trJ ask them to f...3;ct.ure ;he a-urripc.,'.
player. Tap. out the rhyttr,i poem, 1 her, rear! the poem a last
timc with the orig!nal rnus t..; a background. If this is successful.

stunt c -Should Mrios:: -faer the poem.

Have, the atudi-mtN create poems suggested !:y picture Many
ideas are presented. in the stur.",,Ints' workbook rid, of course, the
fmstrip (sans tape) also provioes pictures that can be used for

'Mist purpose.

Have studen,s lbok at illustrations in the poetry books. How wel'
chosen were Pie pictures? Are the moods the same in boln
vehicles? Wila '. changes could be made in the pictures to pioduce
a mere suitable representation of the poem? Suitable poems might
be: ,

"Steam Shovel" 37)

JI -Shot" (op. 112-113)

"F;odeo- (p. 133)

"Midnight Wanderer" (p. 104)

-One Step From An old Dance" (p. 85)
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SAMPLE LESSON

Outcomes

- Al the wed of this lesson, the iudent should have an idea of what style
means in writing, understand that writers use different styles just as
various people wear different styles of clothing_ , and be able to recognize
differences In styles among varioua types of written material.

MATERIALS NEEDED

Show the ,class types of clothing for variou ltu_ ions. Discuss
ee'en one would wear them, what one woulc _with them, and
the personality of the person who would wear :n. Just as a per-
son chooses clothing, an author chooses a style o writing to ac-
complish seecific purposes and to express a specific personality.

Form groups of four or five studentS, each group with a dictionary,
a comic book, areautomobile repair manual, a romantic novel and
a writing style chart such as the one on the last page of this
lesson.

The group examines each piece of writing, rnakingnotes in the ap- -

propriate column. The students should create a minimum of four
More categories for comparison.

Ask one person in each group to rr 'ort to the class. As he or she..
reports, complete the overhead transparency and add further
categories:. Discuss with the students why each of the styles of
writing i4 used as each calegory is examined. (Be sure the tran-
sparency has room for ten or more characteesticse

Find in the library an encyclopedia account cf a famous event, a nceel that
uses 'the same historical setting, an a full gel-fiction account of the e:ent.
Preeare a one-page excerpt from each of Them and give them to the lee
he students are to each each account and then write, fe. homcwie e

paragraph comparire their characteristics and explaining for what purposes
enh might be read.

Further ollow-up activities might include asking the students to
lect an encyclopedia account of an event and then write a f e-
ealized account of one incident in it making the account as ex-

mine, as. possible while ter1ving for his; or'cai =cure

ADDITIONAL LEARNING OUT: ; 'MES

In actlition to exploring writing styl
Will be reinforcing skille of roe
speaking. as we:: a the ..ise of retiet

simple ler I, fhae stuc,
writieg listening, ard

there °' S.

1 3

Pictures from a' catalogue
or magazines prepared
as overhead transparencies
or used with the opaque
projector.
Alternatively. actual pieces of
clothing could be used_
A dictionary, a romantic novel;
a comic book, and an
automobile repair- manual is
needed for each group.

A- overhead transear6ree, of
the attic _:nt handout mould by
preored.

Prepate copies of an excerpt
from e a h ~type Of Witing.
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. Ex 'citing
YES

NO

2. Long words
YES

NO

-3. Importance
of details

-YES
NO

4. Factual
f YES

NO

5: E m otional,
YES

NO

5. Suspenseful
YES

`N tit

,10.

YES

NO

YES

W TINGFTYLE CHART

Diction y Comic book I Automobile
(Superrnan) I repair

manual

Ro ic
novel

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO



1
GOAL 13 .

DEVELOP STUDENTS' KNOWLEDGE A
UNDERSTANDING t F CANADIAN LITERA7URE

The students should be exposed to Canadianliterature in Order
to build .; Neeling for a national literary heritage: Through the ttudy
of Oanavz..-1 literature. they also reinforce skills and knowledge
about &- ,'-terature.

students should have read various works of Canadian !it

Be ±.-/ , ailadian works included in theresoume materials for Englisr 5 ::Mader is could read
sof )e sfiections independently or as part of regular class work.

ACTIVITIES FOR CLASS, SMALL GI AND
INDIVIDUALS t

TEXTS

"On Tuesdays Polish My Uncle" (pp. 51-5;:"; a 'F'sychapoo" (P. -Action r:notish 1
110) are both Canadian.

Although :le author is American, the s-

o The c- ---dian short stories in4this ti.ext

"A Secret For Two" (pp.

"The Mystery Of Monsieur tpp, 29-41)

"Chr as. Goose" (pp. 52-59)

"Do Seek Their Meat from God- (pp. S2

"Th.e White Pony" (pp. 111-115)-

169-171)

"The New Food" ipp. 174-17

Cop r unrise

Soso of tt f an** Drive

itish Colu b a 116tbard the_c"wi CaII My Name,

a The Canadian short u t ries and poems in this text

The Train Dogs (pp. 70-71)

OS Eyes in the Bush" (pp. 72-77)

Velotttrupf.s 1



Ventures 2

Deeds of Cods and Heroes

The Magnificent y h of Man

The Second Century
Anthologies of Versa,
Book 1

* The Canadian short stories and plays in this text include:
r

"The House of McGinnis (pp. 76 -80)

"Three Abreas-throfugh the 'Keyhole- (pp_ .142 -144)

"The Mothers (pp= 152-155)
.7

"Flight into Danger" (pp. 198-240)

e The Canadian myths and legends in this text include:

-Wernicus the Trickster" (pp. 8-14)

"The Buffalo's Bide" (pp. 15-19)

to The Canadian legend in this text is:

"Petit Jean and the Devi' app. 9-15)

The Canadian poems include:

"Once Upon a Great !. P. 5)

Lake St. Clair" (p. 25,

"The Tragedy'" (p. 251

"NOah" (p. 35)

"Lake oaf the Bays" 58)

"This Morning I Was Dressed b%:- the Wirrd" (p. 59)

"How end When and Vvhem an.' Why" (p. 67)

-A Threnody- (p. 75)

"A Spider Danced
it
a Cozy Jig- (p. 79)

"One -Step From an 0!d Dance" (p. 85)

The Brook in February up. 102)

-"Eskimo Song" (p. 103)

"Eating Fish" (p. 127)

"The Executio.. (p. 134)

"This is a Photograph of Me" (p. 135)

"The fiflerch nt's Tale of the Trapper and the Bears-,
(p. 163)

"They Arose' (pi 1931



The Canadian poe.'r,7 in this text inc

"Let Me""

"When I Was Young" (p, 2)

"Improvised Song of Joy: (p. 47)
1.

When I 'AM- a Man" (p. 50),

As a class activity, try to define what Canadian content be?
Would a policy on Canadian content be different for t lovision,
movies, magazines, novels, .newspapers, or tex,000ks?

The students should have some knowledge o
'literature of history.

Man In rim

4111..41_5 on Canadian

Chapter 5, "From Adant's Rib to Women's Lib" (PP ), deals
largely with the history of tr -? rise of women's rights. the cmercises
fit well with this particulz:r- learning outcome in spite of the fact
that the excerpt doer` hot represent "literature"

Ask students to dry some research on he life early
Canada. Information is avaita'-',, fro
prescribed for Social Studies h

Never Done,

12
Mode

Action English 2

Copper Sundae

tleis in Never Done: Three Centu6
hicfr. is of Women's Work In Carl-r-iE.

LebOwitz, et al... Canadian

i:ave the students read The House of F1cGinnes' (pp. 76-331). Ex-
plain sor.,{=thing about Grey Owl and his p!aCe in Canadian history.

Ask students to read "Three Abreast Through the Keyilci..'
142-144) and research the odgiii of our national sport.

The student
literaturl of

Women's-Educational

should have some knowledge of the effects on Canadian
eography._

Ventures 2

Ventures

The students could view "tattle Ranch- and write three B'OSS ''271-re

paragraphs, comparing its vision of the rant!, tha novel. Cattle r
NFB, :6 colour..
NEB C167 068 or PEtvfP,
50615, i'r purchasable as a
video-tape PEMC N209

After the students have read-Boss-of the Namko Drive, have ti
compare and contrast the rancher's welt. of life to theirs. Furl
they could mite a comparison of the farmer's way of life that

r;
Boss of the Narnko Drive
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Deereds of G

Foc ui

discussed with relatior. to -Gras.shoppers". Finally, they could look
Ffe caitie ranch compared to the life of early Canadian set-

tlers Ask the studens to imagine becoming a rancher. What gains
in lifestyle wou!d they make.?' What sacrifices would they make?

and Heroes After the students have read "Hunters of North America (pp. 5-19).
they could locate Sudbury, Bear :stand,---ind Lake Timagerni on a
rtrp.

'The Second Ceritury
Anthologies Of
Book 1

The Second:, tlentury
Anthologies of
gboic 1 =

_The Socond:cptury
Anthologies of Verse,
Book

The SecOnd-- Centex
Anthologies of Verse,
Book 1

Man In tlrt6 Poetr Mods 1

After reading "Christmas Goose- (pp. 53-59), students could locats
Yarmouth, Nova Scotia on a map. Pc. ! ail that we know that the
original Mafvola came from there or 5eriand County. Ask them
to Use this and other clues in the Story to indicate on a rn,z7
probable setting of the story. These should include a list of the
clues at the bottom of the mad.

Students could read "Lake`of the Bays" (p_ 58) and te Lake of
Bays on a map of Ontario. Why would' the poet .J titled the
poem after the name of the place; instead of giving it a title that,
related to what hpp2ned? There is an episode in Boss of the
Mamk,c Drive that alsa deals with memonis association with ciace.

Several ,poems lend themselves to the 'study how Canadian
poets _view the Canadian landscape, and how 1- ie landscape af-
fects man. ,These include:

-The;;Brook in February

"Eskimo Song" (p. 103) ,;

Merchant's Tale.. (p. 163)

"Improvised Song of Joy (p. 47)

The students should hay
litsratde of ethnic diversity.

Boss of Namko Drives

knowledge of the effecis o --Canadian

ew As me students Tel tiles novel they could identify the ethnic
beckgroundS of the erecters:\ 7renchie (French-Canadian),
Clore (Metis), Step-and-a-Half Jones '(Anglo -Saxon), Walter
Charlie (kispibx Indian), Settler (Anglo-Saxon), SitkuiN Castinur
(part Indinnl. How do these ethnic backgrounds add to the per-
sonalities of the characters? t what ways are they stereotypes?



its Discuss the idea that, -despite-the diversity of their bac rounds,
the characters above are ail Canadians. Ask what other
nationalities make n important contribution to British Columbia,?
This could' become a class discussion and work into a written
report based on tie Canadian Mosaic filmstrips.

le Students may recall Indian myths and legends from earlier grades
and then read these two legends:

"Wemicus the Trickster" (pp. 8-14)

-The Buffalo's Bride- (pp. 15 -T8)

Follow wit further study of the Indian view of animals and the
trickster figure in mythology. West Coast Haida stories are par-
ticularly productive- Raven,' like-Wemicus. is a trickster. Wemicus
may also be compared with Wendigo. a prominent figure in Central
Canadian Indian lore.

These Canadian Indian legends can be compared and contrasted
with those of ()frier cultures. Anansi the spider (Ghana), a trickster
like Wemicus; loves to take advantage of others. Fo-r further
suggestions see The Magnificent Myths of Man and the study
material gn pp. 197-216 of Deeds of Gods and Heroes.

[I In 'expanding an examination of
are

diversity in C,ana ian
-literature, three Eskimo poems are available:

"Let Me" (p. 2) is by an Arctic EskirnO

-When I Was Young" (p. 2) is also by an Arctic Eskirhp

"Improvised Song of Joy" (p.

131
Canadian Mosaic
Moreland Latchford,
Set of eight filmstrips
and cassette tapes

Deeds of Gods and Heroes

5

The Magnificent Myth of Man

Man In the Poetic Mode 1

Man In the Poetic Mode 1

47) is by an Iglulik Eskimo Man in the Poetic Mode 1

Petit Jean and Ti Jean are familiar characters to FrenchiCanadian The Magnificent Myths of Man
children: "Petit Jean and the Devil" is on pp. 9-15. The students
would enjoy more of- their shrewd feats. Conclude by asking the 4

students to create tales, all of which could be published as a class
book of tales.

Have the students read "A Secret For Two" (pp..15-19 ) and then Focus
discuss what'the story can tell them about the drench Canadian
culture and language.: .

For:ex-ample, almost all traditional French-Canadiari names (for
human beings as well as hoi'ses) are those of saints. Identify the .

names from the story (Pierre, Joseph, JacqUes). In addition, there
are French-language phraSes throughout the story. Ask the stu-
dents what these phrases contribute to the story.
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Focus
Rivw.City (Montreal)
NFS filmitrip, colour,
NFB 205C0164 680

Down Through the Years
NF3. 16 mm, 10 min., colour,
NFS 10r.i,C 0164 133

Focus

Focus

Ventures 1

'Ventures 2

I,.

The students. should
Canadian literature inclue'n

Focus

may help the students visualize the setting f
15-19)

dge of recurring themes in
environment.

"A

'Ask students to read 'lo Seek Their Meat from God" (p. 82-87).
How doe!: (le theme of hostile environment and the survival at
the fitter: ,aect the pariter family and the human f4mity? Why
does the not fault ine panther family for stalking the child?

Hav'e the stveents read ,Vytery,of Monsieur Pliny .' (pp'
41) and discuss those elemer, of the environment that become
hostile to Jacquez as a i'esult of C:is- accident, oxpilaining how he
coped with each

Where do they fhiret Pit sto,y took place? What clues suggest
they -may be right? A thTin to locate the area on a map of
Canada.

Have the students read The Eyes in tf Bush- (pp. 72-77),anC
discuss what elements of the hostile environment were en-
countered by the owl: How does it overcome them? Discuss the
idea of the survival of the fittest and now it applies tc.3-the ending of
the-story.

Ask the students to read "The Mothers" (pp. 152-155) and discuss
what aspects of the. hostile environment the wolves were up
against (cold, need for food. inability to hunturing the fast stalee
of pregnancy). How did they use the ertviroffl-nent to help them to
survive (natural game, natural deep freeze)?

Why was Simon better able to understand the wolves than the
narrator and the Ontario government staff?

The students should have some knowledge of recurring theme_s in
Canadian literature including the heritage of nature.

Canada Goose
Video tape, 10

.min., colour,
PEMC VE lb

Have the students read "Christmas Goose" (pp. 52-59). Plk them
to identify -from the story and from The Snow Goose whit
distinguishes the Canada Goose from other geese. Where does it
go in the summer? In the winter?

In addition, design a viewing guide for the film that will lead
.students to identify more Information, on the Canada Goose.



to Discuss with the students the beaVer's activities in -The Hpuse of
Mc Ginhes- (pp. 76-80) and then" all watch -Beaver Darn.. What
natural activities from the wild do the beavers carry into the home?

s After the students have read "1"he House of McGinnes' . 76:80)
and Beaver Darn, they could write a short one-page de --ne or at-
tad( on the beaver as a fit symbol. for Cai,lada,

As part of the preparation for this, they could also be shc
the Beaver.

11 Read but "The Buffalo's Bride (pp. 15-19) and discuss the netd
for maintaining the balance of ne:aure. What caused the near ex
tinctiOn ,,of the buffalo in North America? What other Ncirth
American species are endangered'?

Several films oh the buffalo are availablc from NFB.

Using library refernces puch as Beyo=red the Clapping Mountains
and Raven, Creator of the.WOrld, and films such as Legend of the
Raven and The Loon's Necklace, the students could prepare
group reports on Indian legends related to nature,

Ventures 2
Beaver Dam

NEB. 1f mm, 15 mih,
colour,

NFB 106C 0160 018

'Ventures 2
-Age of the Beaver

N513, 16 mm, 174 min., bw
NFB 106B 0152 027 or
PEMC H1 331

reds of Gods and Heroes

Age of the Buffalo
NEB. 16 mm, 14 min., /colour,
NEB 106C 0164 007

Paul Kano Goest West.
NFB, 16 mm, 14 miry., f.:0Iou:r,,
NEB 106C 0172 095

Beyond the Clapping
Mountains.
Gillham. Macmillan

Raven, Creator of the World
R. Melzack,
McClelland & Stewart

Legend of the Raven
NEE, 16 mm, 15 min., colour,
NEB 106C 0157 017, or
PEMC VS 074' (videotape_ )l

I
The Loon's Necklace
NM, 16 mm. 11 min., colour,
NEB 106C 0150 008, or
PEMC VS. 074 (vidieotape)

The students should have some knowledge of recurring_ the in
Canadian literature including humour and satire.

Among several short torie and poems that deal with Canadian
humour are:

"Agnes (pp. 169-171)

"Christmas Goose> (pp. 52=59)

Focus

-Focus



The Second 6entury
Anthologies of Verse,
Book 1

The Second Century-4
Anthologies of Verse,
Book 1

The Second Century
Antho loglei of Verse,
Book 1

The Second Century
Anthologies_ of Verse,
Book 1

The Second Century
Anthologies of Verse,
Book 1

"Lake St. Clair" (p. 25)

"The Tragedy" lid_ 24/1

"The Merchan 's Tate..

"Th&j Arose" (p..1'93),

"The Execution- 64). 134)

-A Threnody- (p_ 75)

tp. 163).

Explore with students some of the kinds of hiaraCtersIthat make
.Canadians laugh. Is this Canadian' nurnoia different from other
types of humour?!

ASk students to write a hum urous incident with t Canadiap set-
ting. dr.

.ADDiTIONAL RESOURCES

Canada"Culture Series.
Tantalus Press. UBC.

A collection_ of booklets describing then contributions of ethnic
groups (East Indian, Chinese, Ukranian, etc.) to the development
of British Columbia:

.Survival. Atwood, Margaret. Anansi.

An examination of the themes of Canadian literate.

The Republla- of Childhood.
-Egoff, 'Sheila. Oxfbrii.

A critical/ guide to Canadian children's literature in-English.

The Teachers and Writer* Education Prelect.
86 Sloor 5f. West, Suite 514, Toronto, Ontario fki5B 11116_

A foundation that supplies curriculum resource guides for the
teaching of Canadian literature: These resource guides are written
by teachers from -across Canada.



UNIT OUTLINE,

ANIMAL-IMAGES IN CANADIAN LITERATURE
Stories by Canadians or set in Ganada)

Learning Outcomes

The students should' have some knowledge of recurring themes in
Canadian literature such as the heritage of nature.,

_

NtATERIALS NEEDEIJ

PERIOD 1

Take an invernory of animal stories and book's read by members of Blackboard or overhead
the class; Such titles as Lassie, Owls in the ,Farnily, and The 004, projector
Who Wouldn't. Be may be offered. Discuss the purpose orthese
nnritirig .their popularity. and,the ideas about animals they corn-
municate_,

Explain to the students that they-Will be considering some work by
Canadian writers dealing with animal S. indicate that the study wilt
focus on different viewpoints conceming animals in fiction- and
non-fiction, as wellas on viewing animals generally as characters
in writing. e .

Present the following exercise for individual work and-ttien for Mimeoglaphed exercrises
small group discussion Its purpos4et-Is to show how different for the class'
viewpoints about animals arise and lo stimulaite,student thought
about the subject of the unit.

-Exercise 1

Considering the following animals as subjects for a story, classify
them; as very interasting, moderately interesting, or definiitely unin-.
teresting;-

A snake
A skunk
A French poodle
A German shepherd
A Siamese cat

-A grizzly bear
A frog

-A cow

A panther
An owe

A beaver
A goose
A lion
A horse
A groundhog
An armadillo

Give a reason for each ciassificatiOn.

Present exercises 2 and 3 to the students to deal With a writer's
pirpose,and pofnt of view..
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Actl ity sheet

Focus

Focus

Ventures 1

VentureS

Ventures .2

Reading guides
Focus
Veratures 1
Ventures 2

el.

die 2
If you were *Ming an animal story, ould you make the animal
characters good, guys or bad guys? Give a story situ :Tian for each
choice,

A__wolf

A grazty bear
A gorilla
A collie dog
A frog

A skunk
A panthef
A beauer
A goose..
A lion

41,

Exercise 3
A.,

Take the same list of animals you used in exercise 2 and oast them
opposite to what you just did (th good guys become bad guys
and vice versa). In a sentence or t,tio for each, suggest a situation
for each animal as a character that reflects this new point of view.

PERIOD 2

Complete small -group and-cl es:). discussion, of the activity done
during period' 1.

-,tudents are grcLuped d one of five seiections that tam the
fiterature core of the unit. Those who experiepee difficulty with reading
should be assigned selections below that are marked for each reading:

-Do Seek Their Meat From Go (pp. 82-87)

"Christmas loose (pp 52-59)

"The Eyes in (het-Bush" (pp. 72 -77)

"The House of McGinnis" (Pp 76,80) (easy)

"The Mothers- (pp. 152155) (easy)

The students read their selections and work on a reading, guide.

Reading guides for individual study and group diScussion should
include vocabulary_ study. literal- questions, and inferential-
questions designed to develop learning goals for the unit: analysis
of images of animals according to author's point of view and our-
pose', hurnanling of-..animals in fiction; and the general use of
animals as -characters, in writing.

PERIOD. 3'

Students complete reading guides and then read other stories
from.the group that interest them.



Distriblte guidelines for an oral. report frar- each group on their - Mimeographed guidelines
story. These should call tar inform'ation from the idual reading for oral prese.itation.
uidesbut not duplicate questions. Students begin d'prepare their
ports..

Encourage students to read the ether h stories in preparation
for hearing -the reports of others_

PERIOD 4-

-The students complete last-minute preparation for oral reports.
Eden group member will report briefly on one or two aspects of the
story.

Each group makes its oresentaVon, during_ 'which the teacher Blackboard
tabulates key findings on the blackboards images of animals in Focus
the selection, author's purpose, and the point of view established_

Ventures
Be.careful to compare and contrast the selections it i relation to the Ventures 2
findings orp the board. -

PgR InD 5

Question the class to review unit concepts that-emerged from in-
dividual, srnall-group, and whOle-class study, and then set -a
writing assignment:

1. The students may write their fiction or rron-fiction account with
one or more,anirnal characters, creating a consistent point of
view proceeding from a clearly stated purpose and embodying
appropriate images of the animal or animals. Encourage the
use of some of the Writers' techniques observed in the spec--
tions read.

The more able _students who would rather do a research
project might be encouraged to try assignment-No. 2 on p. 1g
of Focus (following Roberts' story -Do Seek Their Meat From
God"). This-topic relates well to the unit at hand. Again. tie
students wiN have an opportunity to work with the literary con-
cepts of point of view, writer's purpose, and imagery.

ADDITIONAL LEARNING OUTCOMES

In addition to exploring the Canadian theme of the heritage of.
nature, the students will reinforce reading skiffs at Merel and in-s
ferential levels, will reinforce vocabulary, and will look at point of
view -and imagery. In addition, they will expand speaking and -

writing skills (the latter either fiction or expository).

37
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GOAL 14

ENCOURAGE 'STUDENTi TO EXPRESS -THEMSELVES
IN A VARIETY OF GENRES

The students should have had opportunities to write prose tidier.

=

Many ideas- for teaching the writ! -g of rarrative may be-fou'nd under GOAL 6: PROVIDE STUDENTS -

WITH, OPPORTUNITIES FO-R WRITING VARIOUS TVP_ES or .PROSE.

is Bring interesting items to class: a !irk, a hat, Jewelry an_ Id chip
pad vise, a beer stein, a pi5ce of coal; or a ,stuffed tc y. Discuss
possible_histories for objects and then ask the students to write a

C

141

story involving one of th-em._

Have the students ad "The Midnight Visitor- (pp. 35-36). Ask
them to Mink of a structural detail of their. home, school etc.,
around which a story could be set. and then write the story,

Action English 2

D.iscuss how Debora is accepted by both the-man at Williams Lane Soso Netlike Drive
and by his father. Have the students write a story in which a son or
a daughter is initiated into the adult world by filling in for a parent.-

0. After the students have read the novel, review the long sane
where Kip, Pee Wee, and the -Mother Thing hike to_ Tombaugh
Station, only to 'find f the bad guys already there. Then ask the
students to write a Istory in which the characters Work hard to
escape an enemy, only to find the enemy at their 'destination.

Point' out that in this novel there afe two triangles:
t

Joan Joan

Cathy 'Pete . 6 Cathy Steve'.

playa the studertts,write a scene in which Pete tells Joan that
Cathy and Steve both now know. how she tried to interfere.

Have Space Suit
Will Travel

Light a SIngle Candle
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Jamie

Ventures 2

Ventures 2

Ven

Ask the ,students to imagine that Jamie and his \mother have
difficulty in keeping the farm going and decide toiemigrate to
Canada. Give-the students pictures of various places in Canada
and ask them write the story-of one incident with Jarritaii. his
mother, concentrating on using the setting ,effectively.

:As Shirley Jackson wrote "Charles" (pp. 1-611186) in 1948.; Ask
the students how old Laude would be now_ Then ask them to
imagine him as a grownup and to write an adventure for him.

f

Have the students read The Glorious White-washer (pp. 191-
197) and then write a story, using their own back yard as a _setting,
about a chore which is turned into fun by the chgracters.

Have the students read ':,1%,lothing.Happens'on the Moon" (pp. 185-,
204 and then write a story about s, person who has a startling ad-
venture but cannot tell anyone about. it.

The students . should have had op rtuni
poems.

Wordplay,

various types of

it. . . ,_

Have the students read Chapter 1, "In the Beginning of the Word-
(pp, 1)., and find ttie answers. Thereiare ready-made rhymes
'one, two, three, or four syllables in this chapter. Ask the students
to4make up Couplets using the _ready-made rhymes. ,.

i

The Leaf Not the Tres 1 The teacher's manual (pp. 32.;43) 'contains ideas for teaching how
to write free verse, cinquatn, and balky.

Action EnglIsh 1

Action .English 2

_ Chapter 6, thes"plassified Poetry Directory.; (pp. 93-11 desvAbesz.
'the concrete-poen cinquain, diamante, haiku, tanka, lignerick7'and

ASk the students to try Three of the forms.

-One-good method is to tell them to-write a prose paragraph orr .
their chosen topic 'first and then to- turn that into poetry'

is' Have re students read the introdUction, which is w
a poem. Then ask them to write a poem to the person who
their desk next period 'or next year.

n-as.
ill use

Have the'students write ar narrative poem bated on one epl-.code in the stork_



Have the students -read p_ 68 on which Ponyboy. mei-470ns
"Soda's understanding or dash; "Two-Bit's huuLor." "Dorrya
"isuperman qualities." and that "Dally was Teal." Th=erbaye- the
students write a cinquain. putting-the-nameland auafltu f t'Re-s-e;
characters on the first and fifth linps. The second line should con-
tain two adverbs or adjectives while the thireline most have three
ye* in the pame tense. and the fourth line should be a tour -word
comment.

Ask- the studeAts -to chose any suitable form and write a poem
illustrating the physicOrand emotional setting of any of the planets
or moons visited in the novel.

14
The Outsiders

Have Space Suit
Will Travel

at Have the students write a ballad for lonely B.C. cowboys 'to the Narnk.o Drive
sing on the- trait or around the- campfiFe.

Using a 'tune they know, students could create a narrative
poem based on the story.

After _the stidents have read the novel:- have them r .ad some
Westoast IndiaVegends. Ask them to -itry to turn one legen1 into
poetry using sounds that imitate the rustling of leaves. the lapping
of water, row sound's: sad sounds, And rhythmical sounds.

I Heard the Ow
Call My Name

IsHeerd the 0
Call My -Name

The-students should have had op portunitles to write in the drama lc form in
ciuding the monol

'After the eudents-have read "Sorry. Wrong Number" (pp. 128445),
tiiey could re-read it as a dramati& rnenologue frorri the point at
which Mrs, Stevenson overhears the plot They should try to..cep--
vey,:by gesturevictone of voice what is being said on the other
end o- l\ the line. Then ask them to create their 'own dramatic' ...4
monologues.

Vert 1

..
1,.

3 .
.

e Discuss renchie Bernard's character and his feelirms about his of the NaMko- Drive
son-. A4k fhe students to imagine that Frenchio is phoning a friend .

to tell him about one of the events an the drive, and to write only
Frenchie's _side of that conversation, sticking ,to character. I

As After reading this nov'ell the 'students-could write a monolegua of
BillyB,uck's thoughts after Galiben has died.--

w 'Discusi with the students the.chaiacter of Miss Creeel Ask them to -

imagine that a movie version is being. made of the book and that
the director waots a voice--over of Miss Creel's thoughts, as she
drives away -from _Cathy's house _after her )first .ViSif, Have ttiem

its that _monologue.

The Red Pony

Light a Single Canttl



4
The studea is shouid have had opp
cludIng t skit,

dramatic form in-

;4
ing skits are provided under GOAL 2: HELP STUDENTS TO S EAK 'EFFECTR, ELY,

n+gllsi

'ffir

Ask the , students to -read pp'. 4047- noting the sduroes of
humour and- the punctuatron'of sp,:lakers' lines. They could then
write out a favourite mixed-company Joke in the dialogue format

1
The students should have had opportonities to respond to literary works by
creating Imaginatively In other genres and. artistic forms Including audio-
visual presentations.

The Leaf Not _the Tree- t 0 The students' workbook (pp. 55-61) and the. teachers: manual
present in defail a method of creating multi-med ia presetitatiorls of
poems using pictures and sounds, The method could be used for
any poems from the texts. Save the slides to'compile, over a period'
of years. a file of _usable slides.

I Heard- the 0yri
61111 My Name

If slides of the B.C., coast are available, the studerfts
might arrange a mixed-media presentation of 4hern with Indian
music oral .readings of Indian poetry, and desciiptive passages ,
from the novel.

rivQ Ifl.slides of the -Caribod country are available,the st -nts may
arrange a mixed-media presentation of early B.C.i son of the
trail, slides, oral readings of poems about' the 'Caribbo, and
dia'logire" exchanges created frOm the novel. Ask the shiberlfs.to
put ,the full opl portir on tape number the slides. and submit:a

,- written Script; in this way, students will prodtige carefully-ear-Ktthe
presentation can be shown in Subsequent years.

Slides of"theinany (egrettable.inewspaper anO'rnagazine ;report
from Irelarid would make an effictive,backgrourlflor a reading of
-The. Sniper" ,(pp. 24-28).. j R

Vent wea g

The-students should hews had opportunities t :pond tb literary works bi
creating .1migthatively in other. genres d artistic forms including
dramstizatleriS.

Stage a clasSroOrn drama involving everyone,. based on the
idea of judging the earth to decide,if it should beellowed.to den=

linue to ariist. Appoint a COURT CLERK to ?wear in witriesse

Hay. tinC Sk1

Will iga1V0i

a'.111DGE1 to maintain order in the coo; twO, OEFENCE LAWYER.
.to examine witnesses -toto prove that the earth should be iliowlelk
.continue; two COURT' PROSECUTORS tb examine witnessee,to
-prove ti at the earth should net .be alldiked tkcorignuerli-Vict-
.NESSES FOft THE DEFENCE- to explain in prepacl a Manta,.

4+!1.111/ the. earth should continue; WITNESSES FO THE



PROSECUTION to explain in crepe statements why the eartil
Should not continue; JURORS to liston to all evidenge and decide
by a verdict arriorig therns&ves; REPORTERS to record the
proteedingS and prepare news stories of the trial.

RULES: When court is in order, only one person= may:speak at a
time. Witnesses (pretending to be.- physk:ists, ecologists, etc) read
their prepared statements. Law,ye:'s may then ask only two
questions of each witness. The witness must reply truthfully to
relevant questions. After the witnesses are examined, all lawyers
niust address the jury explaining their position. Then the jury must
arrive at a verdict within ten minutes. The judge pronoynces the
appFopriate sentence either rotation of the planet or tr edom.

f

Nranv sections in rt<evels and short stories need only a little
work tp be transformed mto skits that the students' can eitha, write,
or both write and perforo for the class. If they can handle the ac.--
cent, the scene 'the Crown._ ands-Art-Ow could be-.4 successful
exerci-se.

The lasiityvp .ages, ending with hand-shakes all round. could Boss of the Namko rfve
make a skit.

The Snow

145

Divide the class into pairs, one partner assuming the - role= Light a Single Candle
of.Qathy's father, the, other of her mother. Ask themto create 24

inary exchahges of dialogue half taking place in the
wa4ting .room during the cOeration, the other half afterWards.

Segments of "Kid et the Stick" (pp. 3-16) can be perforrr,
as skits if the.group has access to a tape-recorder.-Fran kie's voice
can be played back from the tape as the live actors simulate the
operation of radio e,..Jipment and talk from their stations in the
control lower.

Ventures

each group _in. the lass could actu1 one of the trials, that heeds f Gods and Heroes
Wemicus puts his s s:in-law7throu h.

The students .hculd have had an oPportinity to ruepond to literary works
- by creating Imaginatively in other genres and artistic forms including pic-

torial representations.-- -

The students could create, as a well-trgainzed group-project, a
large -mural*on whroh to mark the coastline, village, 'buffalo run,
clearing, burial cave, and, other dotes of the setting.

Copper Arise

0 The students could draw theirrepreserttation of Wormface
using quotes from tlie story as labels for each anatomical feature.

Have Space Suit
Will Trivet ,



Light ini±nlle The students could-make a diagram of the school for the blind at
. ,

litudon, indicating thelentrance, the dining area the_dlassrod-ms,
-.the-ddrmitories, MissZNiera room, and bther points,ot.intOest.
Class work should be organized so that each dr gram is drawh to
the same scale:

Jamie

.--Pony

.The students could make a--6a-reful-drawing-orthe-inilde of the
p- converted stable Wher.e Jamie went to 'school, as it might have

d wlooked' when .ached' as in session. They should note the page
numbers -of-the senttinces they used to guide them in deciding
wttere to place desks, science displays; windekiS, and otherr
details. a

In a well-Organized . group project. thNstucfents dour d- create
a large mural on which They mark the.bunlZhouse, main farmhouse,
barn, harnessroorn, vegetable garden, chicken 'abdp,- cyPress tree
wall black kettle, and other details-of the Tifliri farm. They, could-
eveittfry to indica& terrain with hachure marks` 7

Vontu Had students p- repare a Shooting-script or a tary,board
g- J. .

.(9002-Action- English:A for ideas) for "The pp. 24-28)
Active gngothj_ .beginnirdiern the line_ "Taking"' the whisky flask...." up to

,,and-inclbdiritit:the ending. They must try tofInd a way ta show that
pal kluo his brother using only visual technic:juts; #-

1



The Ministry of Education; expects that there will, be a planned program foe evaluating student/ ..-

achievement TMis will require .consultation among all English -8 teachers to establish speCific
procedures: There dhould, of course, be variaticos sin the-priorities of specific. learning outcomes based

'ton atudeatVbilities, butevaluation.procedures should be derived from the chart in the §uide section-of
this , ---

..-/ - .

should. clearry unaerrstandyttie learning outcomes of Inglis i 8 as well as the -eifaluation

turning in of assignments a rthameasuring of achieveMent. The former are important and deServe
to be used' irdportar4phat there be clear (I ist in ct ions between work-'habits,-atteridance, or

. attention but they do not des: ibe achievement. Although students may be very vocal, conforming, or
-Conscientious: these_attrib tes should not be considered replacements for knowledge and skill.. -dy..

I he English 13 prOgra 'includes a broad variety of learning' outcomes. Evaluation should seek to
measure the degree success in each of the fear

. Evaluaiion sevos thr e main purposes:
g outcomes where measurement is possible.

It is_ basis for providing information to students oo their progress.

2. It is the basis\fot providing info/I-motion to parents on their child's pro-gress.

It is the basis fpr teacher decision- making concerning 'instruction.

The_Third purposes as important as that of, assigning grades.
enjoyment of reading should be rnaOpi judgmentt concerning
from suctian assessment. Instead, the teacher would use the r

Eor, example, although an assessment_of the-student's
the patsing and failing of students would no; be drawn

esiAts onl+,4 to restructure the nature of the course.
4-

I
There is of course, a place for standardized testing that provides information on a broader base_ ap
the provided by crassipom tests; and Also a place foi testing aclosi the gradeor the year, provided the
results-are used intplligenily and professionally. A good evaluation program does not depend upon a

.single instrument. A gopd program enables teacher to confirm judgments and _identify.,
-weaknesses. It cannot be dependent-upon ad hoc approaches and total subjective; judgments based

upon unstated criteria.:It is important to be able to describe the level of achievement attained and to
-,substantiate this with evidence.



LISTENING

The skills of listening are outlined in GOAL 1 of_ the English 2 guide and-in the L
Spanking coluirm of the 'guide section orthjg book.

ening arid

Because listening skills-are-an unseen and unheard quantity.'the only effecttve way.to assess them is
through a response the student makes to what he or she has heard. And since litening skills are most
often assessed through writing or speech, their assessment is often- preju*ed,140 the Student's skills,
or lack of skills, in speaking or writing.

One simpfe yet effective way of testing:listening skills is to-develop different sets of specific oral
directions of equal complexity. Foreach itudent'select at random a set of directions and read them
out, them have the student carry them out. (The use of different but equal sets of directions. prevents
students from sharing information which would only destroy the validity of the test.)

When possible, evaluate each student's performance on an individual basis. Select four to five short
passages of expositoo mate-rial written at an appropriate level. All passages should be of equSi dif-
ficulty and have a strong organizational -pattern. The type of material that says, "There are three
reasons whylife on the moon would-be difficult. The first of these is... . would be most suitable..

Call- individual students aside and read any one of the passages. Then have:the student recall as
many of the facts as possible..

method that would-be more complex to set up but easier to administer requires a carrel with seats
oneitherede.Tapea single short:expository passage of the type described above:Prepare a sum-
mary of the major- points a student.should recall fora perfect mark. The first student, sittininitie
carrel., listenS to the tape and tells the-teacher -the major. points. The tape --is- rewoundThe
sitting on the othbr side of the carrel, marks thestudent's responseAnd records the. mark on a plass,,
list after explaiingthe_Jrtarkihg .procedure.- . ,

The next student arrives at .the carrel and repeats the procedure while the first one now does the
marking, Continue- untiik the listening skills -of all students have been Marked by a classmate.

One ,effectiv'e method- of assessing listening skills on a_ collectiye basis is to select a' clearly..
orginized expository passage in which each major category is'supported by several points. The
outline would appear as

bacteria

Definition

Types

a_

b.

C.

Positive Contributions

dive the students a copy of the outline incl read thappssage- et a steady pice but not so slowly that
/each'word can be written down. Force the students to listen for the whole idea and to note it down in
a few ,words. Mark them for correctly noting the main ideas and-placing them on the outline.-

- .

The assessment of advanced listening and note-taking skills might entail having the students create
their outline as they Mice notes:



Circulate among discussion groups

SPEAKING

ith a set of criteria at hand such as:

Is the student participating?

Is-the student concentrating on the task?

Is the student With the other eh:dents or sitting peripherally as though uninvolved?

Is the student taking -a leadership role?
Acting as recorder? EffeettVely supporting others?
Posing questions? Acfing as a source of information?

Is the student supportive of other members of the group?

Did the student come well prepared?

Make an anecdotal record describing the d cussion- skills of 10 to 15 students each time there is aclass discussion: ay-focusing on the crite ia as a basis fpr judgment a valid mark can pe assigned
ased on accurate observation rather than gutfeeling.

_ Using a similarly stated set of criteria that has been discussed With students, a panel discussion canelk, be evaluated as it procbeds. -
t

e Develop through discussion with the students a short list of questions they should ask themselves as
they prepare the speech or report. This might incluia-

N. -4. .4 -,
Do).----have a strong introduction or merely wander into tite Speech, or worse still not ake the'topic clear at all?

Dp I have a proper conclusion or do'l just quit?

Is the content interesting, well organized: and appropriate for my audience?

Am I well prepared?
.12

Do I face my audience? Do I speak clearly and audibly?

-This list of questions- is also used by the whole class and the teacher during evaluation.

Design asimple evaluation form such as:

Comments Introduction
Content.
Conclusion
Presentation

( 5)
(20)
( 5)

Make enough copies so that e
each student mark each speech
provement

udent can evaluate the presentation of all eiasrnates. Have
end write three positive comments and two suggestions for im-

Fifty per cent of the student wmark- should,be assigned by the te4cherrthe other
be the average of the.the= marks assigned by classmates.



ENJOYMENT 70F READING

En)oyment o ading is outlined in GOAL 3 of the E_ngii AS -12 guide and in the Reading column of
the guide section of this bbok. Because this is an IMOortant aspect ofEnglish 9, teacher ,will wish to
make some -assessment that would help them know frcrir rquch emphaSis Is needed-on activities
designed to stimOlate an interest in._reading.

-Take a class list to the sdhool library after school each night for a week and record which students
are taking o-ut books and how many. Repeat this onqithird pf the way through the-course, and again
at the two-thirds point.'Are.more students taking ouf book's? Ariz those students who are taking out
books taking more of them?

.
Have students ',cdtriplete ar -reading--in eras inventory suot as he following:

Reading- Inter Inventor?

Place in the brackets the number that best describes your B=ailing about eadin6 the following kinds of
materials.

1. Like very much

2. Like' a little

3_ Neutral

4. Dislike somewhat

5. Dislike very much

Reading the neVispaper (
2. Reading the frank .page of the newspaper (

Reading the comics in the newipaper ( )

Reading the ,sports page in the newspaper ( )

5. Reeding abbUt Arid events in the newspaper
6. fleading local-inierest items in the newspaper (

7. Reading books ')
8.- Reading books that are about real peOple
9.. Reading! bookS.that are fit-nny ( )

10, Reading: books that have a lot of adventure
11. _ReaOing'hopke about my, hobbies (
12.- Reading books about women ( )

13...Reading books about men ( )

'Reading 'books about the same problems that

15.- Reading about mystery-stories (
16. -Reading poetry ( )
17. - Reiding -bOoks about family life ( )

f8. Reading .66oks with romanCe` in them
19. Reading aboUt sports ( -)

20 'Reeding books aboUt personal appearance ( )

.21. Reading books about teenage problems,( )

22: Reading bOoks aboutjobs (
n. Reading science-fiction books'

.- Reading .batiks on religion ( )

25. "Reading .animal stories ( )

26., Reading books that. have violence

)

27. Reading books about social problems
. 28. Reading books with many Oicturei ( )

,



Reading magazines ( )
Reading hobby magazines"( )

Readtng romance magazines (
32 Reading comic bootie (
33 'Reading magazine about *thing- ands vies ( )
34. Reading magazines. about women, t )
35. Reading. Magazines .about men ( )
36. Reading -60gazines about rnusic,(=
37. Reading detective-story imadazines
38. Reading joke .magazines ( )

Adapted from pp. 165 -16A Teaching Reading Skills In ereciani
Schools. Olson, A.V. et al. Intext Educational Publisher cranton,
Illinois.

The inve ry provides information ,for Lise rn.individualizing reading, ff the inven4ory is re-administered
at the beg aing,of the course, one-third of the way through the course, and then two-thirds of the way,
the teacher can see:

-Incre ses ent of specific types of reading.,:

Incre s )in enjoyment ora broader range of materials.

The teacher 4an the,n modify approaches accordingly:

!WADING.

of reading are -outlined in GOAL 4 and GOAL 7 o he Engilith 8-12 guide; and In the
_

umn of the guide section of this' -book.
.

-Since_there are so many different ways of eValuating re-ading, with many of them requiring extensivo
explanations for which there: is no room in this guide/resource, the most effective recommendation
seeifiS to be that _the leacher consult sreading,specialtst inthe district for advice. The effective use
local resource pe,sonnei also can be of much help to tfie ,teacher,faded with reading levels from grade

-3 -to grade 12.

WRITING

The skills of writing are outlined in GOALS 5, 6, and 14 of the English 8-12 guide. and in the Writing
column of theguide section of--this book. In .addition;wrifing is often evaluated with -relation to
literature,'as outlined in GOALS 9, 10, 11, 12, and.O %e. as ll as in the Literature and Midis column of
tbe-' guide section of this book.

In determining, the points on which students need instrtictian, use a set of papers as a diagnostic
deviCe.'.0kini "a class ipet 'rapidly, noting the _kinds of writing problems Accumulate a list under
headings suctiat spelling, usage, panctuatipn, digariliation, and use it as-the basis for designing
future lessons.

Explain, the criteria an which, a ream , is assigned% -For -example. .distribute copies of an average
paper, project,, copy calhe overbee.1, and go ;through indicating your response toithe various
sections sentence by sentence and akplaining-the basis for each comment and symbol.- I4ave the
students make .notes 174 your responses asiyou _Comment.

1--

I
This served three purposes:,they get to know_the types of criteria being used: they get better idea. ..

of the' meaning an purpose of your comments;' and they learn a- marking, style f use on one.
_another's_ paperp.



t-i-
.4144ave the,students maintain a Composition notebook, writing dile compoSItion a week.'Wrif,ten Corn-

/ merheshould focus op positive items and one or two writing errors: Do the Marking-during the corn-
-72? position period Writtan commentsshould be ,pbsitiVe and sincere In o .- .order to build student con-

fld'ence. In this way, ihe limited number rif specific suggestions for improveMarif will be received as
suPportive assistance rather than carping criticism.

chart on tie, Inside cover of each student's noiebook, such a
= ,

Name

Errors' note:

Rtin-On sen ence
2) Sentence fr g_ merit
3) Spelling err rs

Eto.

2nd , 3rd 4th'..
Essay`. Essay Essay '. Essay

These charts can be part of thsfocus for indiyidual writing .conferences: remember i rifiAls,impo n
orstressing the strengths already evident in student writing. Using these cheirts. group can also
formed to ,work on specific 'writing difficulties.

.1 Prepare a standard set of porrection symbols and explains...4;h in detail as it is introduced:,

Agreement o subject and verb . Agr
Awkward expression; reword. . . AWk

.i ., / ,
Change cap)tal to a lower case letter :7... ... ... . 7 ....7 ....... .. 'lc
Capitalize lewhi. -case letter Cap
Faulty division of word at end of sentence Div;

Sentence regment ...........- ... . .... .. . . ... . . .. .... Fr .g
Misplaced modifier . ,. ... ..4...--. , . .. A

j 1 MM -
! _3New paragraph , .. , . , T .. . .. - . - , .. .

Punctuation ,error ... N.. .....7 . , . . .... P

Ruh-on sentence... .--- Ro
- . ...

Spelling error. , , Sp

Wrong tease... , ... -rr_

Each I, should-be introduced' only, after studen\s have received

Occasionally, put,Oornmenfs abotg, their papers on a t pe,they will. find it intereatinto listen to
in while reading their papers, The students can take trns'listening to the tape while the class is

working on another.project. Direct the students on the tape by naming who is ollisten and having
_the -student -call the `next person to the tape.

- I

Mark a paper with the writer. present, Although time - consuming, this-method trains the students to
edit their work. It also often shows the student the difference between what is written on the page

. V

and what the Itudant meant to- wr

Have the students mark one another's papers. bu first explain What is meant by- marking papers.
Then' - establish the - specific marking criteria.



Good opening
_1-

Pospnts and supports it with exa Triples (20)..
(Perhaps Indicate two marks for each point and two for each
example« with latitude it is a poor point or an irrelevant,

c). Good conclusion (4)

d). Fireedom from seeing,' ptitiatuation, and Tim
r _

case. indicate two rinaksoff for eaah error.)

e) Rough copy. present (5)

Comments:

Make enough coplea of the evaluaton.criteds for five to a student Form groups of five; balancing
them according to student ability, artd.give,each the papers of another groCip. Each sttident marks
each paper: _marking directly or the oaper:bnly the spelling, punctudtion, and usage errcireThe rest
of the rr<cs anti comments hould-appear on the individual marking sheets.

tillhen all papers are melted, av:e the students discuss their comments and their reasons for them:
The mark for each paper in a group ii that group's average. mark. .

Papers can be similarly exchancjecl- with other classes, with the students doing the marking.

Students are likely to need some training in offering constructive criticism and more importantly -

how- to accept it.
.

Students. cel kely,t .rr i ag in l:ow to offer nstructive critici5rn. and, snore important, how to accept
it.

Following-is a copy ,of the Lenge a B.C. checklist as revised for WS gulde/resburce. Teachers
report that its bait use is in an English department meeting in which they use the checklist to mark a
coma-le-reset of papers. In this way, and - English, department can establish reliable inter-class sten-.dards for marking.



ARIAIRIONG AESE RMENT .

_ _,PpROPIAL9 '

'111110/151,711Y -OP E -AMON CHECKLIST FOR /RANKING OF
AlrIcintiata.-_AG, - 'MARKING .00MPOSITI_ S . OVERALL EFFECTIVEAlESS PAPER NUMBER/ Il

.

Has a main tidea yes
or thesis.' ..-

no
`-_-?-- -l'i

Main idea is developed-
,

rnaginatively
.

individualistically

tritely

not at all
.

%spooning ideas ar

specificaily
, *relevant

quantitatively
insufficient -, .

- ,

irrelevant and
tedious

Supporting ideas are
presented -
.

Interestingly.
._

mechanically .

ineftectivety

.
Ranking or :

. : -ORGANIZAON

cernVisition is tY
clearly organized

no

The- following :weaknesses
occur ,

4 no effective.
'I- 9Perti ng earagraph

'ideas are not preset .r
in an effective order .,

lack of clear
transitions .

. inconsistent .

int. of view -

no build an
effective conclu o

Appropriate yes
substantiation s
evident :"

no
.

Major Phailems are:
/ '

lack of examples to
illustrate ideas*,

ding or-
etitien
.

/underdeveloped

Individual yes
paragraphs are
well developed.

no

r problems are:-

no sense of
piragreinina

lack of logical'
development

poor -transitions

lack of Substan,
eating examples 7 A

= ",..'"--,-
Many- aeveloped
examples

_-.

Ranking of

:

_SENTENCE DEVELOP.
MEW AND USAGE

-
Sente structure, yes

.

is acceptable

no
.

following errors recur :

-fragmented
sentences.

fused sentences

faulty subordination/
coordination a

faulty_ pronoun
references:

.4

misplaced and dangling
modifiers - 0

faulty subject-
verb agreerilent

inconsistent tense
.. . ,

faulty
parallelism

lack of derrsity
,

Sentence structure- Yes
is sophisticated

It yen, because writmg
includes: .

effective rhetorical
devices . __. .

. .
a variety of sentence
patferns

precise and
concise phrasing

- -',

Ranking or
sentence
developr ent.2e .-
usage,

-. J

4: VOOMIULASY

Vocabulary is yes
acceptable .

.-
no

The following weaknesses
recur '

trequertf use of
ng words . ,

. .
inappropriate use
of sang

overly elaborate
language .
limited range 01

-vocabulary

dein-rn;ntai 'use
of aches ,

Vocabulary is ye
sophisticated

no.

.r.

i-
If yea, because.

.

figurative language
i

_s used effectively ,.

. word choice is , .

- varied .eileolivetY .'.

wbrds are used
precisely,

Ranking of
vocabulary

.. .
-

e

.!.

S pPELLING, PUNCTUA-
liON, & HANDWRITING
,

Spelling is yes
acceptable

. -

no-.

The following mispeltings
. ,

difficult Words,
N. .

, common words -

Punctuation is 'Ye
acceptable

no

The following errors recur
.- ..

misuse 'of end,
punctuation

muse of internal
punctuation -

--
misuse of
apostrophes

-

misuse of quotation ,misuse ,
I

marks

Capitalization is yes
acceptable

no

.

Handwriting is _. Yea
legible

no

Effective proof-, Yes
reading and

- .editing -is
no

, ,...,...

Flanking of
-spelling. etc

effectiveness ,

of ideas M
'

._

/

7

. .
organization



MFNISTRY OF EDUCATION
1LEARNING:'ASSESSMENT @RANCH
LAN [AGE -ASSESSMENTIMOJECT

CRITERIA-FOFr MARKING-STUDENT ESSAYS

4IDEAS:_ (Scored T,'6,Cr 9.)..--,Theilijdent has arviarrthoiiiit to the-took and shoes' degree of in-
._ _. sight Each _rnain2peiritimailbeen:diactissedlong=enoughiso -that, the meaning is clear-

-- -High- Each main point is :supported=with- arguments-, exam-Ples,-- or-details-,- giving -the reader.
reason' far tielieving it:-The mein points are clearlY related_, the topic and to the Main
idea or Impreesion that iabei! rig canveyed. No essential points are oveffooked and there is

'ino padding. , -_ = . i
= = Ill, --- 4 -1 ' % ,

(Scored 4, ', or 6.) The paper gives the impression that the' student does not really
believo- what he or she is writing or does 'hot fully understand the meaning of the topic,
The student seems to be guessing what tile reader wants and writing what will get by.

.

P. oints are not clearly. exPlained and -do not come alive -to -the reader. The student is
writing what will sound good, not what he or she .believes or knows.

(Sc6red 1,-2, or 3.) It is'either hardlo tell what points the 9tudent is tryirlg tdmake or they ,

are so-silty illat,had the'studentstoppetto think, he or she would have realized that they
made no sense. The student is merelytrying to get something down on paper. Thesame
point is repeated in stightlY different ikords..

Middle

Low

ORGANIZATION
_ _,

High (S6orci 7,8 ; or 9.) The paper, starts. on a Voad- point, has a 'sense of- Movemeritiqgets
somewhere, and then concludes. It ,has an underlying plan and viewpoint that the reader

II ,
can folloW; the reader is neverin doUbt 'eat° the point being made or the:direction being
taken- M_ are treated, at greatest:length or with -greatest emphasis, others are

, . -
treated in proportion to their importance: -,

aft:Idle cored 4, 5, or 6.) The organization of this paper is rriechanicaLiThAre is usually a orie-
paragraph 'Introduction, three main points, each treated iri,bnepiragraph; and con-
cluSion: that often seems tacked on arforced. Some trivial paints-a-re teated in greater
detail than important ones andithere is usually sonic deadwood-thatstioOd have been cut
out.

./Low (Scored 1, 2, or .This_ paper starts nowhere_ and doesn't-get_ anywhere? The reade
becomes.lost. the main points are not cleer.ly separated and 'appear in random order
though no- thought had been given to what the student intended to say-before he or
started' to write.

'3. ,r OSAGE; SENTENQE-STRUCTURE-- .

.
1

High , .--, (Scored ,-, gi,ibr.9.) The paper is free of usage and structural errors.' Sentenc_ earHigh
i , and interesting. sentence structures -and lengths are, varied effectively. .:

x .
.

,

-1 ----

(Scored 4 5, or 6.) There are a few errors in usage but not enoughtO'obscure.me. 4.-,Middle
. The sentefiCe structure; is tisuallyicorrect-_in familiar; sentence patterns--bdi there'd eoc-

-'

casionaerrors in complicated patterns errors in parallelism, subordination, lens con--
sistericy; pronoun etc, - .. , .

(Scored-17?,2,-,orr3). An abundance ol_seridus errors in us ucture
makee,it difficult to understand the papef..: _ . _

-VOCABULARY. `,
= r ,

_ =

ccired3;:8;or94:---:TheVriter Logsie sprinkling of.uncoMmon words, orlarriili words, in
An pricomrnon Setting,-;AnzinferestdrimOrdaanstpOtting WOrdS$ogetherin ells #ly unusual"

ays.;Is-shoMi.---V6me cif theiiiiPerinients'With:Warde-rnay- hot Aulte-suOage ;. but this-is1.
Oti--4-14-forpising trait init-iiiiiqd:Iiiiiie(that jeiriertiatakee.May be igno

-.3mbailifa,Uid]r-correetly'ancr with
=

- ItAtigia



Low

-(Scored.4, 5, or 6) The writer is addicted _to hackneyed eipressions. If a blank were left
in anYdne offhe sentences; any _nada could guess the_word that was The,_
writer does ret stop to .think-out ho\iv to say samethi2g original; he or she just says-it in the_

-Settle iivay -as everyone else; At:Writer may also get a. Middle rankiiig'in this:quality if ex-
penitents )ViM uriadriiinon Words ariroverdorie. if-it big. word istaiWays used when a little
word would, serve the purpose or! if vocabularX Idvels ate mixed;

(Scored 1, 2 or 3.) The writer uses words so Carelessly and inexactly that far too many
become gross misusajc. These are not intentionalexperimenti with words in which Ili
failure may be;ignored:. they reflect a groping for words and the use of them Without '
ward- to their fitness: A written: in a childli e vocabulary may also gets loW
ranking on this quality, evu if no word is actually isosed. ,

5. SPELLING, PUNCTUAT(ON, AND HANDWRITING

High (Scored. 9.). There are few, if any,
clear'and attractive. _

Middle '(Scored_ 4, 5,or 6.) There are spelling errcirs in several di ficulf words. There arecseveral
errors; punctuation, although theY should not detiaci from' undetstandig. Ti a Band-

- Writing. is legible. A

Low v'(Scored 1;2, or 3.) The fre4uencrof spelling and punctuation errors i terferes with-com-
- prehension, The paper is sloppy and difficult to read.

6. OVER-ALL EFFECTIVENESS

: High tr! Ored..7, 8- 9) The papier shows originality. of thought-and presentation. Ideas and ,

Words are:expressed clearly and interestingly. There are few, if any, mechanical errors..

Middte (Ranked 4, 5-, Or 6.F The paper is generally clear although it lacks,originality. Thqre are a
"fpw Oroblems'in organization and sentence structure, and occasional error in spelling and
OUnctuAtion, but comprehension of-lhe -basic ideas is not -affected by them.

Low- (Scored, -1, 2, or 3.) Ideas are either :poor or PoorlY' Presented: Organizational and
mechanical errors predominate. Comprejiension is difficult.

LITERATURE AND- MEDIA

The skills.and knowledgc-relafed to literature and the media tee- outlined in.G1bALS 8, 9, 10,11, and
12 of the English 8-12 gu,ide,-atid in the Literature and Media boluirm of the guideAection of this book..

. ;

It .isT important to recectelize,'that in this area entails looking it mastery of both
knowled&rarrthsk-111-si--italsoJ_s_ prejudiced 'by the skills of Leading and :writing.

Triachers haVekbroad repertoire of testing rnechanismsfoz this recomm--- dation_
Weuld,be tiztuse seVdrsl-differentirietheds:ihort sentence?and7answer quest illing7in-the-bliriks, ._

qUeitions-niultipii-chbice _qUettions,.-'matching-of-cOlbrims s'questions, short - paragraph-ansWer...-,
_qppitiolie,-,ite., '.- : Ar - -. - . .

,

1- ..0,- : ;-"-;-.- - , ,1.-
'

It-is also.important to usewmany unseen selections comparable,tathose that hav'e been,studiedirrorder
to assess- student_ mastery pf concepts and ,skills.- USe material arut.design.,questions-written.it the_
grade5, level: Ihls_averts as much as possible conflierbetweeri;the student's masterrOt the concept'

_

and his or her readind ability. ,
,..-

TrAMixsteliii


